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EXPERIMENTALAND ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF

' A TRUE AIRSPEED SENSOR

By

G.L. GogliaI and J.Y. Shen2

ABSTRACT

The objectiveof this study was to analyze and design a true airspeed

sensor to replace the conventionalpitot-staticpressure transducer.

This indicatorshould have a flow phenomenonwhich is the vortex preces-

sion or the _'vortexwhistle," no moving parts, and also be independent

of temperature,density, altitudeor humidity changes. This indicator

was to be designed mainly for small commercialaircraft with airspeedsup

to 321.9 km/hr (200mph).

In an attempt to model the complicatedfluid mechanicsof the vortex

precession,three-dimensional,inviscid,unsteady, incompressiblefluid

flow was studiedby using the hydrodynamicallinearized stabilitytheory.

The temporal stabilityapproach was used to derive the relationship

between the true airspeed and frequencyresponse. The results show that

the frequency response is linearly proportionalto the airspeed.

The designed sensor basically consistedof a vortex tube, a swirler,

and a pickup system. When air passed through the swirler, a precessional

flow was generatedat the region before and after the sudden enlargement

area. An audible vortex whistlewas also generated. The signal was

picked up by the microphone,and the frequencyresponse shown in a

frequencycounter. Measurementsfor both the closed-conduittest and wind-

tunnel test were recorded.

A computer program was developedto obtain the numericalsolution.

The parameters describing the sensor were introducedinto the calculation.

"-_EminentPTofessor and Chairperson,Departmentof Mechanical Engineering
and Mechanics, Old Dominion University,Norfolk,Virginia 23508

2 Graduate Research Assistant, Departmentof Mechanical Engineeringand
Mechanics, Old Dominion University,Norfolk, Virginia 23508



Computationalresults for various combinationsof vortex tubes and swirlers

were obtained.

For a specificflow rate or airspeed,the larger the exit swirler

angle, the greater was the frequencyresponse. For a smaller cross-

sectionalarea at a precessionalflow region, the frequencyresponsewas

higher. It was observed that as the airspeed was increasedthe Strouhal

number remained constant. The Strouhalnumber was found to be only

dependent on the exit angle of swirler.

In some cases, the experimentalresultswere found to be in reasonable

agreementwith the theoreticalpredictions. The viscous effect on the

performanceof the sensor was appreciable,especially for some sensors.



LIST OF SYMBOLS

€ constant,defined in equation (52)

ci, c2 arbitraryconstants

DI diameter of swirlergeneration region,defined in figure i, cm

D2 diametem of swirler,defined in figure l, cm

D3 diameter of precessionalflow region,defined in figure l, cm

f function of radius r, .amplitudeof preliminarycomplex solution
in r-direction

F frequencyresponse,KHz

g function of radius r, amplitudeof preliminarycomplex solution
in @-direction

h function of radius r, amplitudeof preliminarycomplex solution
in z-direction

k wavenumber,a real number

K parameter, defined in equation (40)

n integer

p actual fluid pressure,kg/cm2

p' pressure fluctuation,kg/cm2

_' preliminarycomplexsolution in pressure

p' mean pressure,kg/cm2

q function of radius r, amplitudeof preliminarycomplex solution
in pressure

Q flow rate, m3/min

r radius or radial coordinate,cm

R radius of precessionalflow region, defined in figure i, cm

Re Reynoldsnumber based on mean axial velocity and D3

St Strouhal number based on mean axial velocity and D3

t time, sec
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u actual fluid radial velocity, km/hr

u' velocity fluctuationin r-direction,km/hr

_' preliminarycomplex solution in r-direction,km/hr

U true airspeed,km/hr

v actual fluid tangentialvelocity, km/hr
t

v' velocity fluctuationin @-direction,km/hr

_' preliminarycomplex solution in O-direction,km/hr

V •mean velocity in O-direction,km/hr

w actual fluid axial velocity,km/hr

w' velocity fluctuationin z-direction,km/hr

w preliminary complex solution in z-direction,km/hr

W mean velocity in z-direction,km/hr

W constant mean axial velocity, km/hr
c

z axial coordinate

exit swirlerangle, defined in figure 59

@ @-coordinate

p fluid density, g/cm3

angular velocity, a constant complex number

constantupstream fluid angular velocity
o

• complex conjugateof preliminarycomplex solution



INTRODUCTION

At the present time there are two types of airspeed instrumentswhich

might be used on aircraft: the differential-pressuretype and the true

airspeed meter. However, the pitot-staticinstrument,which is of the

differential-pressuretype, is exclusivelyused. This indicatoris

calibratedin terms of airspeed at a standard air density. In order to

obtain the actual airspeed at other densities, a correctionmust be

made. The performanceof the pitot-statictube is greatly affected by

installationlocation. One must therefore find a location for the pitot-

static openings that will be free from structual interferenceeffects.

The true airspeed sensor is the conventionaltype of meter with

rotating surfaces,such aspropellers, which gives readings independentof

air density. The sensor is usually used in making measurementsof air-

speeds in the lower ranges. One kind of true airspeed sensor used by

the United States Navy on airships is known as the commutator-condensor

type.

The idea of designing a true airspeed sensor originated from the

discovery of vortex whistle and the flow phenomenon-precession,which

is different from that of vortex shedding. The origin of the sound or

whistle was studied by a few investigators(refs. 1-3) from different

points of view. The vortex sheddingproblems associatedwith the

aerolian tones and edgetoneswere also studied and observed experimentally

by many researchers (refs.4-12). Very few people worked on the vortex

whistle and precessionalflow problems. BernardVonnegut (ref. 13) in

• 1954 was the first to discover and investigatethe vortex whistle.

His laboratorywas conducting an experimenton a vortex creating housing

for aircraft thermometers. During the experimenthe observed that a

sound was generatedwhen the rotating air escaped from the open end of

the tube. He also found that the frequencyof this sound increased

with increasingrates of air flow. In addition,the frequencythat was

produced decreasedas the length of the tube in which the vortex rotated

was increased. Vonnegut suggestedthat the vortex instabilityleaving

the tube caused the whistle and developedan empiricalformula describing

the performanceof his whistle.

5



In 1955, Irving Michelson (ref. 14) published the first analytical

work on the theory of a vortex whistle. He considered the flow throughout

the whistle to be two-dimensional,unsteady,inviscid,and isentropic.

He introducedthe parameters s, u', and v', where s was a non-

dimensionaldensity perturbation. By this method he was able to arrive at t

linearizedsimultaneousequations. A secular equationwas then derived,

noting one root of particular interest. From the solution and the secular

equation,he noted the occurrenceof a frequencywhich was proportional

to the flow speed U. When he introducedthe isentropicflow relationship,

he was able to express the frequencyin terms of pressure drop and

reservoir sound speed CI.

Michelson'stheory comparesvery favorablywith Vonnegut'sempirical

formula,particularlywhen constants1.09 and 1.19 are used in Michelson's

theory for monoatomic and diatomic gases, respectively.

In 1957, J.P. Nicklas (ref. 15) reportedhis work on the investigation

of a vortex tube, acoustic, true airspeed sensor conductedat the Cornell

AeronauticalLaboratory. He investigatedthe feasibilityof measuring

true aircraft airspeed by measuring the frequencyof the sound produced

in a vortex tube mounted on an airplane. Nicklas, however, concentrated

his efforts on the single tangentialnozzle vortex tube. His data

revealed that the fundamentalsound frequencyof a vortex tube could be

considereda linear functionof true airspeed in the subsonic speed

range. He indicatedthat the altitude and temperaturesensitivities

of the vortex tube could be reducedby proper design. In his conclusions,

he also mentioned that no significantimprovementin signal quality was

obtained by modifying the tube shape. Nicklas also studiedthe effect

the angle of attack had on frequencyresponse.

In 1960, M. Suzuki (ref. 16) conducted studiesto determinea method

of eliminatingthe whistle occurring in the vortex tube. In his analysis

he assumed both a free and forced vortex region of velocity distribution.

Suzuki, using the boundary conditionsat the wall and at the interface

between free and forced vortex, derived a linearlyproportionalrelation-

ship between the peculiar frequencyand the angularvelocity of the

forced vortex. In his derivation,the densityand velocity components

were separated into mean and fluctuationterms. Suzuki introduceda



number of assumptionsand restrictionsin order to obtain the Bessel's

equation and its solution. Although Suzuki did not present either

numericalor quantitativeresults,he did report and discuss his experi-

mental data. In addition to the linear relationship,Suzuki found that

no sound was produced at small flow rates and that, when the value of

Lc/Dc was less than unity, no distinct frequencycould be observed; Lc
was the length of cold tube in his model, and D was the'diameter

c
of the outlet.

In 1963, Robert C. Chanaud (ref.17) convergedVonnegut'sdata

into Reynolds and Strouhal numbers and found that the air and water data

were almost coincident,suggestingthat dynamic similaritymight occur.

The perturbationof a two-dimensionalinviscidvortex flow was investigated.

Chanaud derived a linear relationshipbetween perturbationfrequencyand

fluid angularvelocity for neutrally stable oscillationsof an inviscid

flow. His results support the investigationsand conclusionsreported

by Vonnegut and Michelson. He confirmedthat the precessionalfrequency

is the same as the sound frequencyand that the fluid angular velocity

is simply relatedto the precession frequencyof the unstable motion.

In his conclusion,he mentioned that high speed was not necessaryto

generate the whistle, as velocitiesof 1.5 m (5 ft) per sec were found

sufficient. He, as others did, explainedthat the instabilitywhich

occurred was due to the sudden area change at the tube exit. Chanaud's

results show that the amplitudeof oscillationwithin the tube depends

on how the area changes; a gradual area increasepermits larger

amplitude flow oscillationswhereas an abrupt area change reduces the

magnitude of the flow oscillationwithin the tube' He mentioned

that this may be the reason Vonnegut did not detect the sound with a

flaredtube, and also stated that no quantitativeinformationon the

nature of the instabilityhad been obtained.

" Powell (ref.18) in 1964 published a paper discussingthe origin

of the sound. He showed and explainedin detail, from a physicalpoint

of view, how aerodynamicsound in an unsteady fluid flow was generated

as a result of the movement of vortices,or of vorticity.

In 1965, Chanaud (ref. 19) published a paper describingthe experi-

mental study in certain swirling flows. One of the swirling flows was

7



studiedby Talbot (ref. 20). The experimentalresults show that the

periodic motion in both a vortex whistle and a cyclone separatorcan be

described in terms of a hydrodynamicoscillatorwhere the frequencyis

closely related to the angular velocity of the flow. Chanaud also

mentioned that the two importantparameters,the Reynolds number and

the Strouhal number, are both of such magnitude that it appears no

importantsimplificationscan be made in the equationsof motion to solve 4

the problem analytically. The energy of the oscillator is derived from

the hydrodynamicinstabilityof the fluid within a reversed-flowregion

on the swirl axis. No quantitativeinformationis availableon the

conditionof a steady reversed-flowregion. Chanaud, however, mentioned

that the experimentalresults suggest that the two-dimensionalper-

turbation analysismay prove of some value in describingthe amplifier

part of the oscillator.

Rodely et al. (ref. 21) found that the oscillativemotion began

only beyond certain Reynolds numbers. They also observed that the oscil-

lative motion was accompaniedby the reversal of flow near the tube axis.

Gove and Ranz (ref. 22) explainedthis reversal of flow in detail. The

reversal of flow was caused by the sudden area enlargementat the tube

exit. In the better swirlerdesigns, the Rossby number could be held

constant for various Reynolds numbers. This indicatedthat the frequency

was linearly related to the flow rate. However,below some Reynolds

number, due to viscous effects, there were deviations from the constant

value.

Chanaud again in 1970 (ref.23) suggestedthat the vibrating system

in the aerodynamicwhistle is the air itself. This is in contrast to j

nonaerodynamicdevices such as a drum or loud speakerwhere sound is

generatedwhen a mechanical system vibrates and disturbs the air. Chanaud •

showed that, due to the instabilityof the system,a small disturbance

in the stream flowing through the aerodynamicwhistle was amplified,

and that kinetic energy was converted to oscillatoryenergy. Part of

the energy of the amplifieddisturbanceis fed back upstream where the

flow is most unstable,and, if the right frequencyand amplitudeexists,

it interactswith the original disturbanceto maintain the process.

After a few cycles the feedback controls the input completely. A whistle



i is produced when the flow speed is hi'ghenough and the frequencyis in

the audible range.

As mentioned in references 21 and 24 to 31, there is one common

feature that introduces the concept of "no moving parts" in fluidic

devices. In contrast to this concept is the device with moving parts as

in reference 32. Fluidic deviceshave been widely researched in the

, past 19 Years. Simplicity,reliabilityand easy maintenancemake fluidic

devices attractive. Reference 33 states, "Althoughpresent theory gives

results sufficientlyaccurate for engineeringdesign, it is not possible

to justify all the assumptionsused. Thus in a scientificsense the

theory is not always satisfying,but in an engineeringdesign sense the

theory does seem to be satisfactory."

In this investigationfluidicmodels were designed and then tested

in both water and air. Flow visualizationtests in a water model were

undertaken in order to actually see the flow phenomenon of precession.

Smaller models were subsequentlymade for testing with compressedair

and in a wind tunnel. A complete analytical analysiswas provided in

this study. The physical models were simulatedand used in computer

calculation. The numerical solutionsinvolved true airspeedsup to

321.89 km (200mi) per hr. Six differentcombinationsof vortex tubes

and swirlers were used both in computer calculationsas well as in

experimentaltests.

The objectiveof this study was twofold. The first objectivewas

to analyze and design a true airspeed indicator to replace the conventional

pitot-staticpressure transducer for small commercialaircraft. The

desired features of this indicator should include the flow phenomenon-

precession,vortex whistle, and no moving parts. In addition this

indicator should not be affected by temperature,density, altitude,and

humidity changes. The second objectivewas to obtain a numerical

solution and predict the frequencyresponse which is generatedby the

vortex whistle at a certain airspeed. Prior to this study, theoretical

results were never presented quantitativelyto enable a comparisonwith

experimentaldata. Thus, this study will present a general solution to

the problem and also provide specific analyticalresults for comparison

purposes. A correction factor for viscous effectswill later be



introducedto enablea correlationbetweentheoreticalresultsand
experimentaldata.

~
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THEORY ....

A three-dimensional,inviscid,unsteady, incompressibleflow was

studiedby using the hydrodynamicallinearizedstabilitytheory. The

: hydrodynamicallinearizedstabilitytheory, as mentioned in references

34 to 40, has been used in a variety of problems. In the applicationof

this theory for the temporal stabilityapproach,the frequencywas

considered a constant complex quantity, and the wavenumber k a real

number. Later it will be shown that, when the imaginarypart of the

frequencyis greater than zero, the disturbancegrowsexponentially in

time and is termed a "temporallyunstable disturbance." This disturbance

when amplified to a certain degree gives a definite whistle at a frequency

which is linearlyproportionalto the true airspeed. The initial effort

was devoted to the study of the disturbancecaused by sudden enlargement

in the rear end of the vortex tube as shown in figure 1.

For the flow describedabove, the continuityand momentum equations

expressed in cylindricalcoordinatesare as follows:

continuity:

1 _ (ru)+ 1 _v _wr Dr r D-_+ _z = 0 (I)

r-momentum:

Du Du v Du Du v2 1__£
D-_+ U _r + ---- + w = - -- (2)r D8 Dz r p Dr

@-momentum:

Dv Dv v Dv Dv uv i _p (3)
D-_+u_-r+---+ w +--=--r De _z r pr De

z-momentum:

Dw Dw v Dw Dw 1 Dp
D-_+u_+---+w (4)r D8 _z p Dz

Ii



where u, v and w denote the actual fluid radial velocity Vr, tan-

gential velocity V@, and axial velocity Vz, respectively.

It is the purpose here to derive the equationsthat control the small

disturbancesof a swirling and steady mean flow. This is accomplishedin

three steps: separationof fluctuations,linearization,and recourse to •

complex functions.

Accordingto the first step the velocitiesare separatedinto a mean

value and a fluctuationfrom the mean. It is assumed that in the absence

of fluctuationsthe flow is laminarand can be specifiedas follows:

I m

u = 0, v = V(r), w = W(r), p = P(r) (5)

where the r-componentmean velocity is assumed to be zero and the fluid

beyond the swirling flow generatorconsists of a forced vortex flow or

solid body rotation. The mean flow in the @-direction,the axial mean

flow, and the pressure terms are assumed to be functionsof radius only.

If u', v' and w' denote the fluctuationsin the r-, @-, and z-

directions, respectively,and p' denotes the fluctuationin the pres-

sure, then the following relationshipscan be used to express the

instantaneousvelocity components and pressure:

u = u'(r, @, z, t) (6)

v = _(r) + v'(r, @, z, t) (7)

w = w(r)+ w'(r,8,z,t) (8)

p = _(r) + p'(r, @, z, t) (9)

It should be noted that the mean flow, i.e., V, W, and P, must satify

the governing equations (i) through (4). Therefore, if equations (6)

through (9) are introducedinto equations (1) through (4),and the mean

flow subtractedfrom these, one obtains:

12



the continuity disturbanceequation,

_u' + u' 1 _v' _w'--+----+ = 0
Dr r r 2e _ (i0)

the r-momentumdisturbanceequation,

i v, (_-_-+u'_-V-+- + _ _ + w' w'r _ _-_-/" _ _ + _z;

_' v-_2 1 _p'
- 2 -- + (ll)r. r p 8r

the @-momentumdisturbanceequation,

_v' 8_ 3v' V 3v' v'_V v'By' _v'
_--_--+U t U'TJ+ _-T-+_ +7 _+_ _ +w_-_-

+ W' _ _v' V_' u'v' 1 _p'_z+w'_ +-- + - (12)r r pr _e

and the z-momentumdisturbanceequation,

_w' 3W _w' V 8w' v' _ v' 8w' _w'
_t + U' U' ---- ---- _+ _-_-+--- + + +_r _8 r _e r _e _z

m

+w'_w w'_w--i'-!_p'
_z + _z = p 81 (13)

U !

In equations (i0)through (13),the product terms such as u' • --
r

correspond to the effect of one fluctuationon another. Retentionof

these product terms prohibits an easy solution to the equations. However,

these difficultiesare eliminatedby assuming that the fluctuationsand

their derivativeshave small amplitudeswith respect to mean flow quanti-

ties. This, indeed, is a reasonableassumption and will be invoked. Thus

all products and powers (higherthan the first) of the fluctuationsare

neglectedand only those terms which are linear in them are retained. This

procedure of linearizationleads to the followinglinearized equations:

13



r-momentum:

m m m

3u-- V 3u' 3u' w' 3W Vv' 1 8p' (14)
3t + ----+ W + _- 2 ....r 38 _ 38 r P 3r

@-momentum:

3v--i'u'3_ V 3v' v'3_ 3v' w'3V v-u'3t + _r+--+--+ _ + +--r 38 r 38 _ _z r

=_! _p' (is)pr38

z-momentum:

3w' u'3_ V3w' v'3_ _w' _W _!_P'_-_-+ _+r_ +; _ +_-_-+w'_fz= p3z (16_

For simplicity,the axial mean flow W is assumed to be a constant,and

since the mean flow in the 8-directionis a function of radius only, the

above continuityand momentum disturbanceequationscan then be written

as the continuitydisturbanceequation [eq. (lO)], as well as the

r-momentumdisturbance equation,

a

_u' v 3u' 3u' vu' l_p'
3-%--+---+ _ 2.... (iv)r 38 _-_-- r 0 3r

the 8-momentum disturbance equation,

3v' _ V 3v' 3v' Vu' i _p'
3-[-+u'_r+- +_ + - (lS)r_ _ r pr38

and the z-momentumdisturbanceequation,

I w

3w' v 3w' 3w' _i _p'
3--t-+-- +_ = (19)r 38 _ p 3z
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Finally, the linearityof equations (i0)and (17)to (19)enables one

to obtain periodic solutions in terms of complex functions. Thus the

system of partial differentialequations (10), (17), (18),and (19) can

be converted into ordinary differentialequations.

: The various parametersdescribing the perturbationhave a (z, @, t)-

dependence assumed to be given by

i(kz + n@ - _t)
e (20)

where k is the wavenumber of the disturbancein the z-direction, n is

an integer (whichcan only be positive, zero or negative), and _ is a

constant (whichcan be complex). In this analysis, k is assumed a real

number and _ a complex number that will be determined later. Further-

more, if f(r), g(r), h(r), and. q(r) were to denote the amplitudes of

the respectiveperturbations u', v', w' and p' whose (z, e, t)-depend-

ence is governed by equation (20),then one could expect to find solutions

of the type:

i(kz + n@ - _t)
_' = i f(r) e (21)

• i(kz + n@ - _t) (22)v' = g(r) e

_' = h[r) ei(kz + ne - _t) (23)

and

i_kz . n@ - _t) (24)_' = q(r) e

The superscript ^ denotes a preliminary complex solutionwhich ultimately

leads to a real solution. In other words, one can obtain a set of solutions

which are the complexconjugatesof the preliminary solutions. The pure

real solutionscan then be constructedas follows:

u' = 1/2 (_' + _*') (25)

v' = 1/2 (3' + _*') (26)
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0

w' = 1/2 (Q' + 0'') (27)

and

p' = 1/2 (_' + _*') (28)

where the superscript * denotes a conjugateof the preliminarysolution.

Substitutingequations (21)through (24) into equations (i0), (17),

(18)and (19),and cancelling the common expression,exp [i(kz + n@ - _t)],

one obtains the following:

the continuity equation,

df f n
_--+----g + k h = 0 (29)ra r r

the r-momentum equation,

@ n__ k_')f-2v 1_ (30)-r rg=-_dr

the @-momentumequation,

"" --d'V"+ ._.)f + Cn V" _ + k W> g n_r ....., r pr q (31)

and the z-momentumequation,

InV-_+k h= kr P q (32)

Since the flow at the sectionof radius R is a forced vortex or

solid body rotation, the mean flow velocity in @-direction V can be

written as

V = r _ (33)
o
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where _ is the upstream fluid angular velocity. However, witho

dV + V = 2 _ (34)
dr r o

and the axial mean flow velocity W considereda constant Wc, equations

(29)through (32)become:

continuity:

df f n
_--+- + --g + k h = 0 (35)ra r r

r-momentum:

1 d_
(_ - n _ - k Wc) f - 2 _ g .... (36)o o p dr

e-momentum:

2 _ f - (_ - n _ _ k Wc) g = _ no o pr q (37)

z-momentum:

(_ - n _O - k Wc) h = ko q (38)

It can be shown from equations (35)to (38) that

k 2 n o (39)
f(r) _ - _ - n _ - k W

o c

r

where the parameter K, a function of (k,_), is defined as

Ka.... o _ (40)
(_ - n _ k Wc)2o
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Substitutingequation (39) into equation (36)yields the following

expression for g:

g(r) = k__ 1 +
K2 2 _ r- n (41)O

It is interestingto observe_hat equations (39), (40)and (41)are exactly

the same as Suzuki's equations (197), (198) and (198') (ref. 16).

Substitutingequations (39)and (41) into the continuityequation (35)

produces the followingBessel's equation of order n in cylindrical

coordinates

d2h + i h + Ii<2 h2)
..... h = 0 (42)
drz r r r2

The general solution of this equation is of the form

h(r) = CiJn(rK) + C2Yn(rK) (43)

where Cl and c2 are arbitraryconstants. It should be noted that in

the above development no restrictionswere necessaryand thereforethe

analysis should be simplerand less restrictive.

Because the value Y tends to infinityas r approaches zero, itn
is necessaryto force the constant c2 to zero. Equation (43)then

becomes

h(r) = cIJn(rK) (44)

The wall boundary conditionstipulatesno radial velocity, i.e.,

f(r) = 0 at r = R

18
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Hence from equations(39) and (44) one obtains

f(r= R) = 0 = k (rK - _ - n _o - Kwc

clJn (rK)}
" r = R (45)

r

Evaluation of the derivativeof the Bessel function

dJ (rK)

n o ]dr = K l(rK) - _ Jn(rK) (46)n -

and inclusionin equation (45)produces

n oj (_)-_j (_)- J_(_ =0 (47)n - n (_ - n _ - kW )R
K- o c

From equation (40), however, it can readily be shown that

= + _ + k W (48)
1 + K2 _K-2 o c

It should be noted that, if k = 0, equation (47) is automatically

satisfied,and equation (48)becomes

- _ = n _ (49)
o

This shows that the angular velocity _ is linearly related to the constant

upstream fluid angular velocity _ . The angular velocity _ can be simplyo

related to the sound frequency as _ = 2 _ F, where F is the frequency

response in kHz. The upstream fluid angular velocity _ is in realityo

• another form of the true airspeed which can be derived easily. Therefore,

equation (49) indicates that the vortex whistle frequency response is

linearly proportional to the true airspeed for K = 0.
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If, however, k is not equal to zero, and since ci cannot be zero,
o

then the bracketedquantity of equation (47)must be zero, or

K J i(RK) n on - - + J (RE)= 0 (50)_- n_ -kW n
O C

By rearrangingequation (50), _ can be expressedas

= c _ + k W (51)
o c

where

2
C=n+

J (RK)
RK n- 1 - 1 (52)
n J (RE)n

Equation (51), therefore,is the desiredgeneral solution showing a

linear relation between the frequencyresponse of the vortex whistle and

true airspeed. This, however, is only the situationas long as the values

of the parameters _ , k, Wc, _, and K are known.o

Although equation (51)appears simple, the complex values for angular

velocity _ and parameter K must be recognized. For this reason it is

difficult to obtain a quantitativesolution. Fortunately,a numerical

procedure (describedin Appendix A) can be used to obtain the desired

solution. The derivationsof the expression for the upstream fluid

angular velocity _ as well as the constantmean axial velocity Wo c
are included in Appendix B.
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NUMERICAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Introduction

It has been suggestedand subsequentlytheoreticallyproven that the

: sensorfrequency response is linearlyproportionalto the airspeed under

• various conditions. The differentcombinationsof vortex tubes and

swirlers used are tabulated in table 1. The results from computer cal-

culationswill be presented later. The quantitativeresultswhich are

derived inAppendix A prove that the analytic theory works well for all

combinationsof vortex tubes and swirlers tested in the currentwork.

It should be noted that the procedureof calculationpresentedapplies

only to those geometries similar to the ones discussed in this study.

For other designs the procedureof calculationwould have to be modified.

The quantitativeresults and discussionsof the theoreticalwork are

summarizedbelow.

RelationshipBetween Flow Rate and Frequency Response

Basically, the flowrate versus frequencyresponse has the same

relationshipas airspeed versus frequencyresponse, i.e., the flow rate

is linearly proportionalto the frequencyresponse. For theswirlers
, , : J , ,.

with the same exit angle but different flutes, the theoreticalfrequency

responsesare the same, as shown in figures 2 to 9. Under the specified

condition and configuration,the frequencyresponse changes dramatically

as the cross-sectionalsize of theprecessional flow region changes.

For example, the frequencyresponse for sensor 2 is approximately"3.5

times greater than that of sen_sot1. The frequencyresponse is higher

with larger exit angle swirlers. It is expected that these sensors

can beutilized as an instrumentfor measurementof flow rates in the

industrialand research areas.

Effect of Exit Angle on Swirler

In general, under the same conditions,the higher the exit angle,

the higher the frequencyresponsewill be. This is true because at

higher exit angles the tangentialcomponentof flow is higher. The

higher exit angles generate higher angularvelocities or revolutions
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which in turn produce higher frequencies. A comparisonof the results is

presented in figures i0 to 30.

Effect of Wavenumber

The results for sensor 1 with wavenumbersone, three, five and seven

are shown in figures 12 to 15, respectively. A comparisonof the results

for each shows no difference,which proves that the frequencyresponse does

not depend on the wavenumber. This also indicatesthat assuming a wave-

number of one when computingthe results is justified.

Effect of Flutes on Swirler

The effect of flutes imposed on the swirler is shown in figures 31

to 36. As the number of flutes on the swirler is increased,the intake

flow decreases, as does the frequencyresponse. For the same frequency,

the airspeed sensor designed as a 4-flute swirler needs approximately12

percent more flow or speed than that of a 2-flute swirler. Although the

two-fluteswirler would be more economical,the decision as to how many

flutes the swirler should have should be determined from both design and

performance criteria.

Effect of SwirlerCore Size D2

As observed from figures 12, 21, and 27, the frequencyresponse is

higher in the small core size of swirler. Specifically,the frequency

response for the 1.588- and 1.524-cmcore size swirlers is much lower

than for the 0.953-cm swirler. (See table 1 for the dimensionsof each

configuration.) In the experimentsfor the 0.953-cmcore diameter

swirler with 3 flutes whose exit angles are each 45 degrees, a whistle

was generated. As mentioned in reference 41, some swirlerswould not

generate a distinct whistle as expected. The ideal range for the swirler

core size D2 when expressed in terms of the ratio of D2/DI is between

0.81 and 0.67.
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Effect of Cross-SectionalSize of

the PrecessionalFlow Region

The cross-sectionalsize of the precessionalflow region proved to be

a significantparameter in the design of the vortex tube. The frequency

: responseswere much higher for the smaller diameter precessionalflow

regions. Figltres37 tO 39 clearly show that much higher frequency

responses occurred in sensors 2, 4, and 6 than were experisncedin sensors

l, 3 and 5, respectively. (Again,refer to table 1 and fig. 1 for dimen-

sions of sensors 1 through 6.) The 0.635-cm diameter precessionalflow

region produced a frequencyresponse approximately3 times that of the

0.953-cm one. It should be noted that the diameter size of the preces-

sional flow region can be adjusted to obtain a desired frequencyresponse

range.

RelationshipBetween the Mean Axial Velocity W and Airspeedc

From equation (BI0),Appendix B, it is concludedthat the mean axial

velocity W is linearly related to the airspeed. Theoreticaldata forc

different indicators are plotted in figures 40 to 45. The theoretical

results show:the mean axial velocity for the higher exit angle swirlers to

be less than for the smaller exit angle swirlers. Figure 46 reveals the

frequency response to be linearlyproportionalto the mean axial velocity.

RelationshipBetween Reynolds Number and Strouhal Number

Both Reynolds number .Re and Strouhal number St are defined in

terms of the axial velocity W and diameter of precessionalflow regionc
D3. Except for the singular point at zero airspeed, the predicted

Strouhal numbers remained constant as the airspeed was increased. (Note

that, for a given exit angle, the Strouhal number is a constant regardless

of the number of flutes in the swirler.) The data for six different

indicatorsare plotted in figures 47 to 52. When the sensorswith the

same swirler exit angles are compared,one finds the Strouhal numbers are

the same. Therefore it is reasonableto conclude that the Strouhalnumber

is dependentonly on _, the swirler exitangle. The approximatevalues

of Strouhal number for 45°, 60°, and 75° swirlers are 0.51, 0.88, and

1.88, respectively.
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APPARATUSAND TESTS

General Description

In order to understand the operationand performanceof the true .

airspeed sensor,visualization,closed-conduitand wind-tunneltests were

undertaken. The purpose of the visualizationtest was to carefully -

examine the fluid flow phenomenon-precessionand observehow the flow

velocity affects the precessionalmotion. Another objectivewas to

observe and locate a suitableposition for picking up the signal. The

closed-conduittest (flowrate versus frequencyresponse)provided

informationas to how the flow rate could be related to the frequency

response. These sensors can certainlybe comparedwith commercially

availableflow meters. Finally, the wind-tunnel test or actual flight

test was conductedto supply the actual data for the relationshipbetween

the true airspeed and the frequencyresponse. It is anticipatedthat

additionalresearch will be undertakento improve the design of the

sensor in the latter two stages. A completedescriptionof the sensor

setup and test procedures follows.
i

Visualization

In the early stages of investigation,a water model apparatuswas

set up for observing the fluid flow phenomenon-precession.The descriptions

of vortex tube geometry and experimentalarrangementare shown in figures

53 and 54. In Tigure 53, sections I and II, which were made of brass,

were used for generatingthe swirling flow. Axial flow was injected at
!

section I while eight tangential jet flows were brought into the stream

at section II. Both the axial and tangential flows were regulatedby

separate valves to produce the desired swirling flow pattern. To provide

the necessaryspace for the occurrenceof precessionalflow, section III

was made of transparentPlexiglas and constructedas a Venturi-like

converging-divergingnozzle. Small air bubbles were brought into the main

stream from the tangential flow inlet. The air bubbles collectedin the

lowest pressure region. The movement of the low-pressureair bubble

stream revealed the precessionalflow for some definite flow rate. It was

clearly shown that, the higher the flow rate, the higher would be the number
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of revolutionsof the air bubble stream about the axis of the tube. For

investigationand observationpurposes, four rolls of high-speedmovies

and some slides were taken from differentangles. Some of the pictures

are shown in figures 55 and 56. The pictures clearlydemonstrate that

the precessionalflow whirled around as it left the centralpart or as it

. entered the enlargement (divergement)section.

Closed-ConduitTest

There are many differenttypes of gas flow meters currently in use.

Some of the meters make use of either the vortex sheddingprincipleor

the vortex precession principle. Such meters are usually used for low

flow rates. The indicatordesigned during this project could also be

considered as a potential flow meter. It was thereforeconsidered

desirable to investigatethe relationshipsbetween the flow rate and the

frequencyresponse. It was also anticipatedthat the results from this

test could be comparedwith data from wind-tunneltests.

The initial designs for the vortex tubes and swirlersare shown in

figures 57 to 59. The vortex tube in figure 58 was used to investigate

the effect of the.enlargementexit sectionwall and to note whether a

gradual or abrupt enlargementmade any difference. Swirlerswith 4

flutes and with 45°, 60°, or 75° exit angles were considered. The

vortex tubes were made of Plexiglaswhile the swirlers were made of

aluminum. The test apparatusis shown in figure 60. The VOL-O-FLO flow

meter (productof National LaboratoriesInstrumentInc., Model 50) with

0.283 m3 (10 ft3) per minute capacity was used for the measurementof

flow rate. The flow rate could be read and recorded through a voltmeter

and converted to the equivalent flow rate unit, m3/min. The sound or

whistle signals were picked up by an electric condensermicrophone and

passed through an amplifierwhich was connectedto either an oscilloscope

or a frequencycounter. The schematicdiagram of the signal amplifier

is shown in figure 61, and the electric condensermicrophone used in this

test is shown in figure 62. It is expected that the flow rate is also

linearlyproportionalto the frequencyresponse.
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Wind-TunnelTest

A small but well-designedwind tunnel was available for testing (see

fig. 63). The test area is 15.24 cm by 15.24 cm (6 in. by 6 in). A honey-

comb type screen, 2.54 cm by 2.54 cm grid, was placed in front of the

tunnel in order to assure uniform flow at the test section. The speed was

measured by a pitot-statictube which was alignedwith the entranceplane

of the vortex tube being tested. The frequencyresponseswere also picked

up by the electric condensermicrophone. The arrangementis the same used

in the closed-conduittest. Different combinationsof vortex tubes and

swirlers were arranged for testingand their dimensions are given in table

i.
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimentalresults, obtained from both the closed-conduit

tests and the wind-tunneltests, did reveal a linear relationshipbetween

the true airspeed/flowrate and the frequencyresponse. All swirlers

used in these tests had 4 flutes with an exit angle of either 45°, 60°, or

75°. The actual dimension h on the swirler shown in figure B-I (Appendix

B) is shown in figure 64. The comparisonbetween the designed (usedin

the numericalcalculations)and actual cross-sectionalareas for flow

passage at section A-A shown in figure B-2 is also shown in figure 65.

Past investigatorshad difficulty eliminatingnoise from the signal.

During these tests it was discovered that the proper positioningof the

microphone was critical in obtaining the desired frequencyresponse. This

inevitablyresulted in eliminatingnoise interferenceand thus produced

a stable and clean signal. This breakthroughmade measurementspossible.

It was observed that a definite minimum airspeedvalue had to be reached

first for the frequencyresponse to be stable. This was because of the

unstableprecessionalflow at low airspeedsas well as the low amplitude

signals. The minimum airspeedvalue was obtained by either liftingor

lowering the microphone. It was thereforenecessary to maintain this

microphoneposition for all measurements,as the signal would have other-

wise deteriorated. The arrangementand position of the microphone is shown

in figure 66. The results obtained from both the closed-conduittest and

wind-tunneltest are shown and discussed as follows.

- Closed-ConduitTest

The first step was to test the sensor with compressedair. The

results for sensors 1 through 4 are shown in figures 67 to 70. The flow

rate was recorded and calculated accordingto the calibrationsheet

provided with the flow meter used in this test. When calibrated at

atmosphericpressure, the formulafor flow rate is

Q=FI " P
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where Q is the flow rate of the air (ft3/min), P is the differential

pressure (in.of water), and FI is the constant 5.23. The flow rate

Q is then converted to the metric system units.

As observed from the figures, the frequencyresponse for each sensor

with differentswirlerswas linearlyproportionalto the flow rate over a

definite range. The working ranges for each sensor with a special swirler

are tabulatedin table 2. It was noted that sensors 2 and 4 had wider

ranges of frequencyresponse than did sensors 1 and 3. The minimum flow

rate for generatinga stable signal was 0.009 m3/min, and this occurred

in indicators2 and 4 with an exit swirlerangle of 75°. The minimum

frequency responsepicked up by the microphonewas 0.70 kHz, and this was

observed in sensor 3, which had an exit swirler angle of either 45° or

60°. The maximum flow rate working linear range was noted to be 0.157

m3/min, and this was observed with sensor 3 having an exit swirler angle

of 45°. As predicted in the numericalcalculations,it was found that

the higher the exit swirlerangle, the higher the frequencyresponse that

occurred. The best performanceamong those sensorswas for the one with

an exit swirlerangle of 45°. In genera!, the sensorswith the smaller

cross-sectionalprecessionalflow areas had quicker responsesat the lower

flow rates. This smaller cross-sectionalprecessionalflow area produced

a more stable precessionalflow and a more pronouncedwhistle. Below the

minimum flow rate, the signalwas random and the noise level was high.

Beyond the maximum point, the frequencyresponse declined. It will be

shown later that the working ranges listed in table 2 will indeed cover

the maximum desired airspeed of 321.9 km/hr.

Wind-TunnelTest

Unlike the closed-conduittest, when a sensor was testedin the wind

tunnel, a much higher airspeedwas needed to generate a stabie frequency

response. Hence a modified model for the vortex tube was made (shown

in figure 71). A convergentnozzle was placed in front of the vortex

tube. This enabled the airspeed to reach a higher value at the entrance

to the vortex tube. When comparedwith the original sensor,this modified

model was able to generate a higher angularvelocity and more stable

precessionalflow. Also, a divergentnozzle was placed in the back of the
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vortex tube in order to minimize the outside influenceof the back flow

region. Such an arrangement,another breakthrough,contributedto making

measurementspossible. A pitot-statictube was placed in front of the

convergent nozzle to allow measurementof speed. It was anticipatedthat

a stable frequencyresponsewas not:possib!euntiltheminimumfrequency

response, asnoted in the closed-conduittest with a specifiedsensor,

wasreached. Based on this test, the minimum airspeed to _btain a stable

signal was 70 km/hr (43.5mph).

Due to wind-tunnel limitationsdescribedin figure 63, only a few

measurementswere made. However, throughcorrelationof flow rates,

airspeeds,and frequencyresponses,additional data can be extrapolated

to higher airspeeds. The combinationsof test results for true airspeed,

flow rate, and frequencyresponse are shown in figures 72 to 83 for the

individualsensors with a specified swirler. The procedureto obtain

these figures is described in Appendix C.

It should be mentioned that, for a specifiedsensor and swirler, the

working range for the closed-conduittest is also the working range for

the wind-tunneltest. The frequencyresponse is linearlyproportionalto

the true airspeed. When the desiredmaximum airspeed of 321.9 km/hr (200mph)

_s reached, the frequencyresponse is still within the working range.

In figures 72 to 83, the converted,dimensional,numericalresults

are plotted for comparison. The convertednumericalresults were obtained

by multiplying the theoreticalresults by the area ratio shown in figure

65. To avoid any misunderstandingtwo points should be mentioned. First,

the numericalresults were calculatedassuming inviscid flow. In reality,

the viscous effectswere, however, significant. The deviationsbetween the

theory and experimentaldata are clearly evident, especiallyfor sensors

2 and 4. Secondly,the pitot tubeposition for measuring the airspeed in

the wind-tunneltest was not at the same locationused in the numerical

calculation. The actual airspeed at the entranceof the vortex tube was

1.84 times higher than that at the point of the convergingnozzle. The

experimentalresults for sensors 1 and 3 compare favorablywith the

numerical resultswhen one follows the proceduresand measurements

recommendedin this section. It was concludedthat the analyticaland
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experimentalresults did prove that the frequencyresponsewas linearly

proportionalto the true airspeed,while quantitativeagreementbetween

theory and experimentwas sufficientlygood to allow theoreticalprediction

only for sensors 1 and 3.
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su Y coNCLUSION

An experimental and analytical study of a true airspeed sensor was

• undertaken. The results of the theoreticalstudy proved to be successful,

in that it was determined that the frequencyresponse was linearly

proportionalto the airspeed. The performancewas shown to be heavily

" dependentuponthe design of the vortex tube and swirlergeometries. The

smaller the cross-sectionalarea in the precessionalflow region, the more

sensitivewas the frequencyresponse. The exit angle on the swirler also

played a very importantrole in the performanceof the sensor. The

larger the exit swirlerangle, the greaterwas the frequencyresponse. It

was also observed thatas Reynolds number increasedthe Strouhal number

remained constant. Moreover, it was noticed that the Strouhal numbers based

on W were dependentonly upon the exit swirler angles.c

The experimentalresults revealed similar characteristicsto those

obtained through analysis. This true airspeed sensor has three unique

characteristics: flow phenomenon-precession,vortex whistle, and no

moving parts. It was also observed that the position of the microphone

, was critical. When the microphonewas locatedclose to the inner wall,

a nondesirablerandom signal was created. On the other hand, when the

microphonewas placed too far from the inner wall, the capabilityof

picking up a signal was reduced. Thus, the best microphoneposition was

achieved by adjusting the position until a stable signal was obtained. By

such a procedure it became possible to make the necessarymeasurements.

The working ranges of the sensorswere beyond the maximum airspeed

required.

Due to the complexityof the problem, the analytical results are

valid only for inviscid fluid flow. When comparedwith the experimental

result, the deviationsnoted are belived to be mainly due to the viscous

effects. Under the arrangementdescribedunder "EXPERIMENTALRESULTS AND

DISCUSSION,"it was found that the experimentalresultswere in agreement

with the analytical results for sensors 1 and 3. Although for this

project the minimum airspeedwas 70 km/hr (43.5mph), the minimum airspeed

achievable could be loweredby placing a modified convergentnozzle in

front of the vortex tube. By such a modificationa stable signal could

be detected even at lower airspeeds.
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In conclusion,it was found that this true airspeed sensor has a

linear relationshipbetween frequencyresponse and airspeed and is also

independentof altitude. The sensor has proven to be reliable,capable

of high accuracy,and one that could be easily fabricatedand maintained.

Such an insturmenthas proven to be desirable in measuring true airspeeds

and flow rates.
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICALANALYSIS AND SOLUTIONS

Since equation (51)contains the precessionalangular velocity _,

a complex number, and since the argumentsof the Bessel functionsare

. also complex, a quantitativesolutionof equation (51) is difficultto

obtain. Therefore,an alternatemethod will be used to obtain the

frequencyresponse for a specifiedairspeed.

Throughout the followinganalysis all but one parameterwill be

assumed constant. Let _ and _., respectively,represent the realr 1
and imaginaryparts of the precessionalangular velocity such that

= _ + i_.. When substitutedinto equation (20),one obtainsr 1

i(kz+ n@ _t) _.t- l i(kz+ n@ - _ t)e = e • e r (AI)

As evident, for _. values greater than zero, the perturbationamplitude
1

increases as _. increases. The objectiveof this analysis is to find
1

the maximum value of _. for a specifiedvelocity such that the cor-1

responding _ will be the precessionalangular velocity (or frequency)r
response desired. Equation (50)can be written in the following form:

J 1(RK) Ii 2 _ cl
n - n o (A2)
5n [_ = _ + _ - n _o - k W

In equation (A2), n will be assigned the value one. The justification

for this assumptionis based on observationsin the present work and

results of Chanaud'swork (ref. 17). Chanaud tested a vortex tube sub-

merged in water. He injectedair into the vortex tube to observe the

air bubble flow pattern throughout. He noted the formationof a bubble

line and that the line did not assume a helical form. This can be

interpretedto imply that the perturbationsare constant along a simple

helix, which would be the case for n = 1 in equation (A2). Thus, provided

parameters _ , Wc, k and R are known, equation (A2)becomeso
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j(RK) Ii 2_0 )

o 1 + o (A3)

JI(RK) RK _ - _o k Wc

However, from equation (40)with n = i, K can be written as

! 2

k_4 _2 _ (_ _ _ - k W )o o c (A4) -
K=

_-_ -kW
o o

Substitutingequation (A4)into equation (A3),the right-handside (RHS)

of equation (A3)becomes

RHS = 1 _ - _ - kWO c <l + 2 _IOP_ / 2 _ - _ k wc4 _2 _ (_ _ _ - k W ) o
o o c

or

_-_ -kW
1 o c

RHS = --

4 0_2 - (_ - _ - k Wc) (A51o o

The left-hand side (LHS)of equation (A3)is

J (RE)
o

LHS =
J1 (RK)

and since

x2 X_ X6 (A6)J (X) = 1 + + - ---
O 22(1,)2 2_(2,)2 26(3:)2

and

x x3 xs x7 (A7)
J1(x) + + - --

2 23.i'.2' 25.'.3' 27.3'.4'
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the left-hand side of equation (A3) can be expressed approximatelyas

(RE)2 (RE) (RE)61 +
22 2 2_ 2 2 6 2

LHS _ (l') (2.') (3')
RE (RE)3 (RE)s

2 23(1')(2') 25(2:)(3') (A8)

An analysis of the errors due to replacing the exact expressionby equation

(A8)may be found in Appendix D.

Substitutingequation (A4)into eqqation (A8)and simplifying,one

obtains

LHS _ {(_ - (d - kWc)6 R2K2 [4_2 .((d-(d - kW )2]o 4 o- o c .

R4K_ E4 ]2x ((d- (d - k Wc)_ + _2 _ ((d_ (d _ kWc)20 --_ 0 0

X ((d--(dO-- kWc)2 _R6K6 _ (d2_ (_ _(dO O -kWo)2]3 }

- - - ((d- _o - kWclS- _-- o o •

R3K 3

16 _u.(d2 ((d- (d _ kWc)Zj3/2- ((d - (do - kWc) 3"o o

RSKS 7s/2 )+ 38---_(4 (d2o- ((d- (do- kWc)2j ((d- (do- kWc) (A9)

By introducingthe followingcoefficients:

C = _ + kW
o o c

C1 = 4 _2 _ C2
o o

C2 = RE/2 _

2 (AIO)C3 = R2K2/4 = C2
(cont'd)
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C_ = R3K3/16 = C_/2

C5 = R_K%/64 = C_/4

C6 = RSKS/384 = C_/12

C7 = R6K6/2304= C_/36

C8 = _ - kW (AI0)
o c (concl'd)

equations (A9)and (A5)become, respectively,

LHS = I(_ - Co)6 - C3(C1 + 2Co _ _ _2)(_ _ Co)_

+ Cs(CI + 2Co _ - _212 (_ - Co)2 _ C7(CI + 2Co _ - _213}

i/a- C2(_ - Co15 (Cl + 2Co m - m2) - C_(m - CO)3

3/2 s/a }
× (CI + 2C m - m2) + C6(m - C )(CI + 2C m - m2) (All)

o o o

+ c81
RHS = --

2Cz i/2
(CI + 2C _ _ _2) (A12)

o

By equating equations (All) and (AI2) and multiplyingboth sides by

(CI + 2C m _2)I/2- , one obtains
o

2C2 (_ + C8) = I(_ - Co)6 - C3(CI + 2Co _ - _2) (_- Co)_

+ Cs(CI + 2C _ - _z)2 (_ - C )2
o o

- C7(Cl + 2C0 _ - _2) - C2(m - C )s0

- C_(m - C )3 (CI + 2C _ - m2)
o o

+ C6(_ - Co)(Cl + 2Co _ - m2)2} (AI3)
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Simplifyingand rearrangingaccording to the power of (0, one obtains

F((0)= C39 (06+ C_0 (05+ C_I (0_+ C_2 (03+ C_3 (02

: + C_ (0+ C_s = 0 (AI4)

where the intermediate C constantsin the developmentare as follows:

C9 = 9C_ - CI

CIO = 3C C1 - 7 C3
o o

CII = 2C_ - 3C2CIo o

Ci2 = 8C2 - 2CIO

C13 = 4COCI - 4C3o+ 2C!

Clg = C_ - 4C2C1o

Cts = 14C2 - CIo

C16 = 4C C1 - 16C3
o o

C17 = 9C_ - 6C2CIo o

C18 = 4C3C1 - 2CSo o

C19 = 9C2 + 4C - 2C1o o

C20 = 8COCI - 8C2 - 4C3o o

C21 = 4C3 - 10C2CI + C_o o

C22 = 4C3C1 - 2C C_o O

C23 = 12C2 - 3C!
o

C2_ = 12C C1 - 8C3
o o

C2s = 3C_ - 12C2CIO
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C26 -_ C2 + C_ + C6

C27 = 1 + C3 + Cs + C7

C28 = IOC2C2 + C_C9 + C6C120
l

C29 = 15C 2 + C3C15 + C5C19 + C7C29
0

C30 = IOC3C2 + C_CIo + CsC13 + IOC2C2C8 + C_C8C9 + C6C8C12
o o

C31 = 20C 3 - C3C16 - C5C20 - C7C2_0

C32 = 5C%C2 + C_Cll + C6Clk - 10C3C2C8 + C_CsClo + C6C8C13
0 0

C33 = C3C17 - 15C_ " CsC21 - C7C25
0

C3_ = C2C_ - CiCs
o

C3_I= C_C2(5C8- Co)

C35 = CkCSCll + C6C8C1_

C36 = 6C 5 - C3C18 - C5C22 + 6C C_C70 0

C37 = C2C_- CICso

= - C_ - C_CsC38 + C2CIC3o o

CC = i/C2

C39 = "q_'C26 -- C27

C_o = -q_Cz6(Ce - 5Co ) + 6COC27

C_1 ='_q(C2s - 5CoCeC2s) - C29

C_2 = "_'C30 + C31

C_3 = _'C32 + C33

C_ =-_(CoC1C3_ + C3_1 + C3s) + C3s

C_s ='_(CoC1C8C3_ - CSC2CS)o + C2C3so + C_C7
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Equation (51)has thereforebeen transformedto equation (AI4),a sixth

" order polynomial in _ having real coefficients C39 through C_s. As

stated earlier, for a specifiedairspeed,one desires the maximum value

of _. among the six roots of the equation. The corresponding _ is1 r
the frequencyresponse. The solution to equation (AI4)will be obtained O

through use of a computer porgram availableat NASA/LaRC. The subroutine

of this program, named "RPOLY," is a simple program developed to determine

the complex roots of an equationby a three-stagevariable-shifttechnique

(refs.42, 43). The distinct advantageof this subroutineis that it does

not require any initial estimatesof the roots.

The derivation of expressionsfor the upstream fluid angularvelocity

and the constant mean axial flow velocity W is given in Appendix B.o c
The computingprocedureand sample programmingare given in Appendix E.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE UPSTREAM FLUID ANGULAR VELOCITY

AND THE CONSTANT MEAN AXIAL FLOW VELOCITY W
o c

The values of the upstream fluid angular velocity _ and the down-o

stream constant mean axial flow velocity W are strongly dependentupon
C

the design of both the vortex tube and swirler flow generator. The

derivation will be based on the parameters listed in table i; however,

prior to the derivation each parameterwill be discussed separately.

The combinationof vortex tube and swirlerused in the analysis is

shown in figure E-2. The cross-sectionalview of A-A is shown in figure

B-I. The net fluid passage area as shown in figure B-1 is

(D_ - D_) - n! h DI - D2Anet = _ _ (B1)

where nl is the number of flutes in the swirler, and h is the width of

each flute. It is apparent that the net area at section B-B is

= WD_ (B2)
Bnet 4

The fluid velocity or airspeed U leaving sectionA-A at an angle of

e, as shown below, is separatedinto axial and tangentialvelocities Ua

and Ut respectively.

_U

Due to the complexityin geometry,an accurate analysis is very dif-

ficult to obtain. Thus, an approximationwhich is close to reality will be

derived.
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Figure B-I. Cross-sectionalview of sectionA-A.
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Figure B-2. Cross-sectionalview of vortex tube and swirler.



Since the fluid passage or gap between the vortex tube wall and swirler

is so small, it is assumedhere that the net area Anet at sectionA-A
is replacedby a circular ring with the same outside radius r! but dif-

ferent inside radius, named equivalentradius r , which is larger thane,2
the original radius r2. This equivalentradius r will be determined

e,2
first and then used later as a lower limit in the calculationof conservation

of angular momentum at sectionA-A. Hence this circular ring will not

include the cross-sectionalareas of flutes. Thus, one can find this equiv-

alent radius r by equating the net area A with this new circulare,2 net
ring area as

A = -r2 )
net e,2

or

_r_ Anetr = (B3)e,2

where Anet was defined in equation (B1).

Due to the converginggeometrybetween sections,the fluid angular

velocity at section A-A is differentfrom that at section B-B. The

conservationof angularmomentum can be expressedas

frl =_O R
_A r2 dr _ r2 dr (B4)

r o
e,2

where _A and _o are constant fluid angular velocities at sections A-A

and B-B, respectively.

In the forced vortex flow the tangential velocity is equal to the

product of the constant angular velocity and the radius. Since the spacing

between the core of the swirler and inner wall of the vortex tube is

extremely small, the radius will be considered to be the average of rl

and r . Thus, the constant angular velocity _A can be written ase,2
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ut 1 .
_A = rl +r 2

e,2

or

2 U sin e
_A=rl +r e,2 (B5)

Note, however, that Ut = U sin _. Therefore equation (B4)becomes

dr2 U sin _ r2 r2 dr (B6)
rl +r o

e,2
e,2

The value of the constant angularvelocity _ at sectionB-B can then
o

be shown to be

2 U Sin _ r_ - r3e,2=
O R3 rl - r (B7)

e,2

Hence, for a given airspeed U and swirlergeometry there is one value for

o"

The downstream constantmean axial velocity W is obtainedby
c

consideringthe continuityof mass for sectionsA-A and B-B. The conser-

vation of mass requires

U A = W B (B8)
a net c net

where 0 is constant, U is U cos e, and W is the constantmeana c

axial velocity. Thus, the constantmean axial velocity W can be writtenc

as

Anet
W = U cos _- (B9)
c Bnet
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APPENDIX C

THE CONSTRUCTIONOF FIGURES 72 THROUGH 83

The procedure for constructingthe scales and data line of figures 72

through 83 is as follows:

1. Find the slope m of the data line in cl0sed-conduittest

results.

2. (A) If the data line goes through the origin, as in (a), figure

C-l, calculatethe reciprocalof the slope and obtain the

scale for flow rate per unit frequencyresponse, i.e.

(m3/min)/kHz.

(B) If the data line does not go through the origin, as in (b),

figure C-l, calculate the reciprocalof the slope and

obtain the scale for flow rate per unit frequencyresponse.

Then use the followingform to mark the scale for flow

rate:

Q = ! F + S (Cl)m

3. Mark the scale of the frequencyresponse F on the left-handside

of the figure. Mark also the scale of the true airspeed U on

the bottom of the figure, as shown in figure C-2.

4. (A) If the data line mentioned in step 2 goes throughthe origin,

mark the scale of the flow rate on the right-hand side of

the figure with zero m3/min at bottom line, as in (a),

figure C-2.

(B) If the data line mentioned in step 2 does not go through

the origin, mark the bottom line with the value of S

and the correspondingscales based on equation C-l, as in

(b), figure C-2.

5. Find the slope of the data line taken from the wind-tunneltest,

then calculatethe reciprocalof the slope to obtain the value of

airspeed per unit frequencyresponse FE"
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6. Find the intersectionof one kHz and the value F from step 5.r

7. Draw the line which connects the origin and the intersection

found in step 6. This line representsthe desired relationship

among true airspeed, flow rate, and frequencyresponse,as

shown in figure C-3.
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m =_F/_Q
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--..- S _--- Q

(b)

•Figure C-I. Types of data line taken at closed-conduittest.
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Fibre C-2. The scales for flow rate at right-handside.
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Figure°C-3. The performanceline of aspecific sensor.
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APPENDIX D

ERROR ANALYSIS

In order to effectivelycompare the theoretical,numerical, and

experimentalresults, an error analysiswas undertaken. Throughout

this research endeavor and, in particular in the developmentof the

theoreticalaspects of the problem, it became evident that certain

simplificationswould be necessary. As a result of these simplifications

errors might have possibly been introduced.

The deviation of the theoreticalfromthe experimentalresults,

due toneglecting viscouseffects in the developmentof the theory,has

already been discussed (see "EXPERIMENTKLRESULTSAND DISCUSSION"). It

is believed that the viscous effects caused the most significantdeviation

of theoreticalresults from the experimentaldata. In the derivationof

the upstream fluid angular velocity _ and the constantdownstreammean
o

axial velocity Wc' as presented in Appendix B, the error introducedis
considered insignificant. The complexityof the flow pattern between

sections A-A and B-B rendered a quantitativeerror analysisvirtually

impossible. The derivations,however, were believed to be close enough

to reality that errors could be consideredextremelysmall comparedwith

the'overallperformance features.

The most significanterrors were found in the derivation of equation

(AI4),where the Bessel functions Jo and J1 were evaluatedon the
basis of equations (A6) and (AT). It is however, very difficult to solve

" the problem, as both argumentsof J and Jl are complex numbers. In
o

equation (A8), J took into considerationthe first four terms ofo
equation (A6),whereas Jl took into considerationthe first three terms

of equation (AT).

We will now investigatethe errors introducedfrom the eliminationof

the higher terms in the Bessel functions J and J1. The actual values
o

of J and Jl will be calculatedby calling the subroutineCOMBES
o

provided by NASA/LaRC. This subroutineCOMBES is the only known source

available for computingthe Bessel functions J (z) and Y (z) forw w
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complex orders and arguments. Note that the convergenceof equations (A6)

and (A7)is premised on the absolutevalue of the argument of the Bessel

functionsbeing less than one. The argument of the Bessel functionwill be

derived first and evaluatedbefore proceedingwith the derivation.

It is necessary to first determinethe real and imaginaryexpressions

for the argument RK. Rewritingequation (40)gives

k 4 _2 _ (_ _ n _ - kW )
K = o o c (D1)

- _ - kW
o c

then the expressionfor RK becomes

j 2

4 _ - (n _ + kW ) + 2(n _ + kW ) _ - _2
• o o c o c (D2)

RK=

- (n_ + kWc)o

Let AI = n _ + kWc, A2 = 4 _2 _ A_ and A3 = RK, and substituteintoo o

equation (D2),which then becomes

RK A3_A2 + 2AI _ - _2= (D3)
- AI

Now assume

= _ + i _. (D4)
r 1

where _ and _. are the real and imaginaryparts of precessionalangular
r 1

velocity, respectively.

Now substitute equation (D4)into equation (D5)and let

A_ = A3/[(_r - A1)2 + _.2] (D5)1

AS = A2 + 2AI _ - _2 + _2 (D6)r r 1

A6 = 2A1 _. - 2 _ _. (D7)1 r i
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A7 = _ - A1 (D9)r

One then obtains

(D9)
1 J

• I/2
However, it is desirable to convert the expression (As + i A6)

into a simple X + i Y form, where X and Y are real numbers, so that

the argument RK can be rearranged into a convenientform for later use.

Noting that Z_ can be expressedas

Ze = eln(Z)e= eeln(Z) = e_[in(Z)+ i(81 + 2m _)] (DI0)

where Z = x + i y, _ is either a constantor a complex number, IZl =

(x2 + y2)I/2, and @1 is the principle value of angle definedby

@I tan-l(y/x). An appropriateselectionof @I allows_(A$+ iA6)I/2= to

be written as

I12 I12 I12
(As+ iA6) = e [in(A_+ A_) + i @1] (DII)

where @1 = tan-1(A6/As),or

_/2 N _/_ A.
¢As+_6_ = ¢As+AG_ ¢cos_+isin\_ €D12_

z z

Again let

- A8= (Ai+A_)II_ ¢D13)

R. q_

A9 = A7 cos _" + _. sin :_L (DI4)1 2

f% f%

At0 = A7 sin '_'- _. cos u-L (D15)n

2

A11 = A_ A8 A9 (DI6)

A12 = A_ A8 At0 (DI7)
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then equation (D9)becomes

RK = A11 + i A12 (D18)

where the constants Ali and A12 are real and imaginaryparts of the

argument. The subroutineCOMBES can then be used to evaluate the actual

values of Bessel functions J and J1 for each argument of RK.o

Now, substitutingequation (D18) into equations (A6)and (A7),one

obtains

Jo(RK) _-1 - 1/4 (A11+ i A12)2 + 6_ (A11 + i A12)4

1 (All+ i A12)6 (D19)2304

and

1 (At!+ A12)3J1(RK)_ 1/2 (All+ i A12) - i--6

1
+ 3-_ (A11 + i A12) s (D20)

Expanding the power series, simplifyingand separatingthe real and imaginary

parts, Jo(RK) becomes

2304

+ i [- 1/2A11A12 + 6_ (4A1_ A12 - 4A11AI_)

1 - 20AI_ AI_ + 6AIIA1_)] (D21)- 23o--7(6A )

and J1(RK)becomes
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Let

AI3 = A_I - A_2 (D23)

1
AI6 = - _ All AI2 (D26)

A,7 = 4A_I AI2 - 4All A_2 (D27)

AI9 = 1 - A13/4 + AI_/64 - AIS/2304 (D29)

A20 = A16 + A17/64 - A18/2304 (D30)

then.equation (D21)becomes

J (RK)= AI9 + i A20 (D31)0

Note that AI9 and A20 are real constantnumbers.

The Bessel function Jl(RK) is obtained in a similar manner to J (RK)
o

. by allowing

A21 = A(I - 3AI! A)2 (D32)
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A22 = A)I - 10A(1A(2 + 5A** A_2 (D33)

A23 = 3A21 AI2 - A_2 (D34)

1
A2S = _ A11 - A22/16 + A22/384 (D36)

1
A26 = _ A12 - A23/16 + A2_/384 (D37)

then the Bessel function Jl(RK) can be written as

J!(RK)= A2s + i A26 (38)

Note that A25 and A26 are real constant numbers.

Equations (D31) and (D38) are the approximate solutions for values of

Bessel functions J and J1. Thus far the expressions for the argumento

RK and approximate solutions for Jo and J1 have been established.

The absolute values of the approximate Bessel functions J and J1o

are obtained from equations and (D31) and (D38), as respectively, as

Eo-- IJo(_)l = (A_,+A_0)l/2 (D39)

and

E, = IJ, (me)I = (A). + A_6)I/2 (040)

The actual value of J as obtained from the computer output iso

J (RK) = BJRE(1) + i BJIM(1)
o

from whioh the absolutevalue is defined as

A +I%(_)I(tsJ_(1))2+ [BJIM(1)]2} I/2
= (D41)

o
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Similarly, the absolutevalue of J!(RK) can be shown to be

I/2
= = (D42)

the differencebetween actual and estimatedvalues of J is defined as
" O

DO = IAo - EOl (D43)

Thus the error based on the actual value is then defined as

Error % = IA° - E°j • 100% (D44)A
o

in a similarmanner the error for Jl is defined as

Error % = I,AI - El,I. 100% (D45)
A1

The procedure for determiningthe approximateand actua! values of

J and J! is as follows:
. O

1. Determine the values of _ and _. from equation (A14) forr 1

a specifiedairspeed.

2. Substitute _r' _i' and other relevant informationinto
equation (D18) to obtain the values of the real and imaginary

parts of the argument, i.e. Ali and A12.

. 3. Input the values of A11 and A12 into subroutineCOMBES to

determine the values of J and J1 and their absolute values.
o

4. Use the value of _ from step 1 to evaluate A19 and A20

and find the absolute approximatevalue for J as in equation
o

(D39).

5. Proceed as instructedin step 4 to calculating A2s and A2G

and obtain the absoluteapproximatevalue for J! as in

equation (D40).
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6. Compare the solutionsfrom steps 3, 4, and 5 with the absolute

actual values of J and J1 as in equations (D41)and (D42).
o

7. Finally, calculate the error for J and J1 by using equationso

(D44)and (D45),respectively. •

The flow diagram is shown in figure D-l, and the computerprogram

and a sample output appear at the end of the appendix.

The computer output shows that the argumentsof the Bessel functions

are indeed less than one for each case shown. Therefore,since the

procedure for deriving and calculatingthe numericalsolutionssatisfies

this requirement,the solutionprocedure is correct. Furthermore,the

error analysis reveals insignificantdifferencebetween the actual and

estimatedvalues of the Bessel functions. The errors based on equations

(D44) and (D45)were 0.ii x l0-7 when Jo had the value of l, and 0.25 x

l0-8 when J1 had the value of 0.676 × 10-I.
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I

Find desired _ and _. from the
r 1

listed step in Appendix E. o

Find the argument of J in the form

RK = A11 + i A12

CALL COMBES (A11,A12,...). Get actual

values of J and Jlo

Get estimatedvalues of J and J1
o

by calculatingA19, A20, A25, and A26

Find A , E , AI and El from equa-o o

tions (D41), (D39), (D42)and (D40)

Calculate the error percentageby

! _ using equations (D44)and (D45)

Calculatethe frequency,..,etc.

Return to original procedures

Figure D-I. Flow diagram for error analysis in the Bessel functions.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING VALUES OF J AND J!o

PROGRAM WHISTL (INPUT ,OUTPUT, TAPE5 =INPUT, TAPE6= OUTPUT)
DIMENSIONVEL(ll),WC(11),RE(11),ST(I1),Ul/(ll),WCK(II),
DIMENSIONU(11)
DIMENSIONALPHAD(5),N1(5),FREQ(11),X0(11)
DIMENSIONCOEFF(7),R00T1(6,2),Q(11),QQ(11)
DIMENSIONBJRE(50),BJIM(50),YRE(10),YIM(10)
COMPLEXROOT(6)
NN=11
CK=I
MM=-6
WRITE(MM, 1 )

I FOPaAT(IHI)
II)EGRE=6
PI=3.1415927
XNU=160.0E-06
N=I
LL=I
DI=0.745/12.
DO 25LM=I,3
IF(LM-2) 2,3,4

2 D2=O. 625/12.
QoTO5

3 D2=0.6/12.
GOTO5 ....

4 D2=0.375/12.
5 CONTINUE
DO 24 NM=I,2
IF(NM-1)6,6,7

6 D3=0.375/12.
GO TO8

7 D3=O.25/12.
8 CONTINUE
WRITE(MM,9) LL

9 FORMAT(SX,*FORTHE DEVICE*,I1/)
R=D3/2.
H=0.1/12.
CKW= CK/( 2.*PI ) ..
DO 23 IJ=l,3
XIJ=IJ+2
DO 22 II=1.3
NI (II)=I!+1
ALPHAD (IJ )=XI J*l 5.
WRITE (M!_,I0) NI (II) ,ALPHAD(IJ)

10 FORMAT(SX.II *-*,F3.,0.*DEGREE SWIRLER*//)
ALPHA=A LPHAD IIJ)*PI/1 _0,
AREAA=PI/LF. * (D!**2 -D2"'2. )-NI (l"I)*_.J'.*(DI-D2)/2.

AREAB=PI/4.*D3** 2RE2=SQRT ((D1/2.)** - (APSAA/PI) )

(cont'd)
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COMPUTER PROGPJhM(Cont'd)

WRITE (MM, iI )
., ii FORMAT(5X,*VEL*,IIX,*RE J*,IIX,*IM J*,8X,*ERROR %*,14X

1,*ARGUMENT OF J*/)
0(i)=0.0

C********** CHANGE VELOCITY **********************
DO 21 J=1,11
VEL(J)=U(J)'5280./3600.
UU(J)=U(J)*I.60935
Q(J)=VEL(J)*COS(ALPHA)*ARFAA*60.
QQ(J)=UU(J)*COS(aLPHA)*i000./60.*AREAA*0.0929
WC(J)=VEL(j)*COS(ALPHA)*AREAA/AREAB
WCK(J)=WC(J)*0.30480IE-03"3600.
RE(J)=WC(J)*D3/XNU
XO(J)=2.*VEL(J)*SIN(ALZ_A)*((DI/2.)*'3.-m_2"'3.)/(R**3
i.*(DI/2.+RE2))
co=xo(J)+OK*We(J)
C1=4.*X0(J)**2.-C0"'2.
C2=R, CK/2.
C3=C2"'2.

05=C2"'4
C6=C2"'5 ./12.
C7=C2"'6./36.
C8=X0 (J)-CK*WC (J)
C9=9. *CO** 2.-CI .....
010=3. *C0*C1- 7.*C0** 3.
Cli=2. *C0"'4. - 3.*CO** 2._C1
C12=8. *C0"'2. -2. *C1
C13=4. *C0*C 1-4. *C0** 3.+2. *C1
C14=C1"* 2.-4. *CO** 2.*CI
C15=14.*C0"'2.-C1
C16=4 *C0"C1-16. *C0"'3.
C17=9. *C0"'4. -6. *C0** 2.*C1
C18=4. *CO**3. *CI- 2.*C0** 5.

- C19=9. *C0"'2. +4. *C0-2. *CI
C20=8. *C0"C1-8. *C0** 2.-4. *C0** 3.
C21=4. *C0"'3. -I0. *C0** 2.*CI+CI** 2.
C22=4. *C0** 3.*C1-2. *C0*CI** 2.
C23=12.*C0"'2.-3.*CI
C24= 12. *C0"C1-8. *CO** 3.
C25= 3.*C 1"'2. -12. *C1"CO*'2.
C26=C2+C4+C6
C27 = 1.+C3+C5+C7
C28= i0. *C0** 2.*C2+C4" C9+C6" C12
C29 =15. *CO** 2.+C3"C15+C 5"C19+C 7"C23
C30=- I0. *CO** 3.*C2+C_* CI0+C_* CI 3+10.*CO** 2.*C 2*C8. C_*

iC8"C9+C6"C8"C12
C31=20.*C0"'3.-C3"C16-C5"C20-C7"C2_
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Cont'd)

C32=5. *C0** 4.*C2+C4"Cl1+C6"C14-10. *C0** 3.*C2"C8+C4" C8"
1C10+C6"C8"C13
C33=C3"C17-15. *C0"'4. -C5"C21-C7"C25
C34= C0** 2.*C4- C1" C6
0341=C0"'4. *C2" (5.*C8-00 )
C35=C4"C8"Cl1+C6"C8"C14
C36=6. *C0"'5. -C3"C18-C5"C22+6. *C0*C 1"'2"C7
C37=00"'2. *C_-C1"C6
C38=-C0"'4. *C0** 2.*CI*C3-01"'2. *C5
CC=I./C2
C39=_ CC*C26)/2. -C27
C40=(CC*C26/2.)* (C8-5. *CO)+6. *C0"C27
C41=CC/2. * (C28- 5.*C0*C8*C 26)-C29
C42=CC*C30/2. +C31
C43=CC*C32/2. +C33 ....
C44=CC/2. * (C0"C1"C3L_+C35+C3_1)+C36 _
C45=CC/2. * (C0"CI*C8"C37-C0"'5. *C2"C8 )+CO** 2.*C38+01"'3
I.*C7
COEFF(i)=C39
COEFF(2)=C40
COEFF(3)=C41
COEFF(_)=C_2
C0EFF(5)=C 3
COEFF(6)=C44 ....
COEFF(7)=C45
CALL RPOLY (IDEGRE,COEFF,ROOT,IERR)
DO 12 M=I,6
ROOT1 (M,1)=REAL(ROOT(M) )
ROOT1(M,2)=AIMAG(R00T(M))

12 CONTINUE
AMAX=ROOT1 (I,2)
II,t_X=i
DO 13 MN=2,6
IF(ROOTi(MN,2).LE.AMAX) GO TO 13
AMAX=ROOTI(m_,2)
IMAX=MN

13 CONTINUE
FREQ(J)=ROOT1(ISIAX,1)/(2.*PI)/I000.

C NOW CALCULATETHE REALAh33IMAGINARYPARTOF ARGUMENT
C OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION

ZR=ROOTI(IMAX,1)
ZI=R00TI(IMAX, 2)
A 1=N'X0 (J)+CK*WC (J)
A2=4. *XO (J)** 2_A 1"* 2
A3=R * CK
A_=A 3/( (ZR-A 1)*'2+ZI*'2)
A 5=A 2+2.*A I*ZR- ZR** 2+Z I** 2
A_=2.*AI*ZI-2. *ZR*ZI
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Cont'd)

.. iF(J-i)I_,i_,15
14 BJRE(1)=I.

BJIM(1)=0.
(2)=0.

BJIM(2)=O.
A19=I.
A20=0.
A25=0.
A26=0.
PE0=0.
PEI=0.
GO TO 16_

15 CONTINUE
THETA I=ATAN2 (A6 ,A5)
THETA=THETA1/2.
A 7=ZR-A1
A8= (A5"'2+A6"*2)**0.25
A9=A7"COS (THETA)+ZI*SIN (THETA)
AIO=A ?*SIN(THETA)-ZI*COS (THETA)
A11=A4*A8*A9
A12=A4*A8*A10

C FIND THE ACTUAL VALUES OF THE BESSEL ._JNCTIONS
CALL COMBES(A11 ,A12,0.,0.,i,BJRE,BJIM,YRE,YIM)

C FIND THE ESTIMATED VALUES OF BESSEL FUNCTION J0
A13=A II**2-A12**2
A14=A11"'4-6.*A11"*2*A12"'2+A 12-'4
A15=A11"'6-15.*A11"'4"A 12**2+15•*A11"*2*A12--4-A12"'6
A16=-0.5*A 11"A12
A1?=4.*A11"*3*A12-4.*A 1I*A12**3
A18=6.*A11"*5*A12-20.*A11"*3*A12"*3+6.*A 12"*5*A11
A19=I.-A!3/4.+At_/64.-A15/230_.
A2o=A16+A17/64. -A18/23o_..

C FIND THE ESTIMATED VALUES OF BESSEL FUNCTION J1
A21=A 11"'3-3.*A11"A 12"'2
A22=A 11"'5-10.*A11"*3*A12"'2+5.*A1 I*A12"'4
A23=3.*A1i**2*A12-A12**3

- A24=5.*A11"*_*A 12-10.*A 11"*2*A12"'3+A12"'5

A25=0.5*A11_aA21/.16 +A22/384.A26=0.5"A12 A23/16_+A24/384.
C ACTUAL VALUE OF JO

CA0=SQRT (BJRE (1)**2+BJIS_(1)**2)
C ESTIMATED VALUE OF J0

CEO=SQRT (A19"'2+A20**2 )
C ACTUAL VALUE OF J1

CA1=SQRT (BJRE (2)**2+BJI_!(2)**2)
mT ' rn_ES.___-D VALUE OF J1

CEI=SQRT (A25"*2+A26** 2)
DCC=-ABS (CA0-CEO )
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Concl'd)

C ERRORPERCENTAGEOF J0
PEO=DCO/CA0"100.
DCI=ABS(CA1-CE1)

C ERRORPERCENTAGEOF J1
PEI=DCl/CA1"100.

16 CONTINUE
WRITE(MR,17) U(J),B/RE(I),BJIM(i),All,AI2,AI9,A20,PE0
I,BJRE(2),BJIM(2),A25,A26,PEI

17 FORMAT(SX,F4.0,2X,*(A) *,E13.7,2X,E13.?,lSX,*(*,E13.7
i,* +I *,E13.7,*)*/11X,*(E) *,E13.7,?.X,E13.7,2X,Ell.5/
211X,*(A)*,E13.7,2X,EX3.7/IIX,*(E)*,E13.7,2X,EI3.7,2
3X,Z11.5/)
.IF(J-I) 18,18,19

18 ST(1)=O.0
GO TO 20

19 ST(J)=FREQ(J)*1000.*D3/WC(J)
20 CONTINUE

U(_+1)=U(J)+20.
21 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE

LL=LI_1
WRITE(MM,1)

24 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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i_ SAMPLE OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING

VALUESOF J AND J1o

........................................ (E) o. _=FF,L..__. ,. ,.
._-_,O_GREE _LIRLEE I| ........

Em_ % -t_"!"-_"_1 x'oo

o._lIA_ ._ooooooe.o_o. •............ t .... --" ..--_-;_ ,l .._ L:::..-::",t(_) .IO00000E+OI O. O. " " .....
T]IAI O, O, ' u -ii_
_tl_) O. ....... £,. "" "'_Q_ ......................

o •

20, (Sl " _IO0"328;E*OI ...... IZ9898bE-OZ ........ -L_I_E:Q;-_L:,IIE7IOI{,Q_L
(E) ,100328_F*01 .]zqBgB6E-OZ .._IO_O_E-07 "

(ll ,1116784_-01 -,SB4_39Z£-OI ..... ".........
(EI.._IIIb.7_6E-OI -.5844392_-0! .Z5383E-O0 ..... ":-

oU. ((I .ZOO)2d4E*Ol .lZqUgB6£-OZ .. I. ,_ZZZ_;{f'QI _l.-,|l§?|07_?9Ql--
.:,1_)..,_03_e_I .lZO_@_--oz 4,o_o_-o?

, I_l ,lllb784E-O! -,_4_392£-0!
IEI .11167U_-O! -,_e_439_e-Ol ,z_30o_-o8 ........................... - ........

dO. I;I .lO012e4E*01. ,1298986E-OZ ........ L.,Z_e_e:9[._E _,|I_7|OTE*QQI .....

I&) .111678_-0__.--,_8_37ZE.0[ ........

(kl .IlI678&E-OI..2_)B&&]gEE-O_ .........

140. IkI'";IOO_ZB4"_*'01 .._,lZqOqeO_-O_ ..... [ _ZZZZ3_qE_L*J n_I|6?_QTEeOO| ....
(El ,IO032B4E*OI_.,IZgBg86_-O_ ._jIQ_O_ET_.?--.

(El ,IIIbTOg_:OI..--,_O9439ZE:Q/.----,Z:]O7ETOB---

(.Cont'd)
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SAMPLE OUTPUT (Concl'd)

.,: _. _LOO.,Z,;,,e_--:i_ge bE.-o,' -1o5o',e:o7 -
|A! , III67B4E-OI..-,5044392E-01_.
(E) ,1116784E.-OL. _-..,5844392E.-OL.___,ZS 307E-OS--- -- ........

leo, €_) ,zoo3zs_e+ol ,lzgege6s-oz ...! ,zzzz3_E-01 *, -,1167z07_;00i .......
1€.) ,IO03ZO4E+01 ..... , IzgB906E-OZ.. "I',10505E-07 ........................ ;-..

....... t/, )_.aJ !.| 6..ZP_4.-F_9-]--._ IQ 4_-? ZE'91
(El ,111670qE-01. --,504%39ZE_-01 ..... Z5380E-OB.. ......

• zoo,....(,,:_.j._o,sze,,e.._o.t .lz.gaga_,#.:o_".............. T" .Z.zz.z_3.,,.,,e:o,Li.L_..-:ll.e_Z.l.{)Te.-.oo:___
(El . ,IO03ZO_E._OI.--.elE98qSbE-OZ--- "I050&E-O? " ..............
|El -- ,lllb784E-.OI_ --,584*,39ZE-01_ - .......

. ! IED__..,.I_,14.Z___,.E_-'Q.L_.,.,SJ"_.,3-9.ZF,.=OL_._.._..,','!.03__.Q0 ....

1-,_s.Oe<;lee_"_rJ_Lem_ -.

VeL -_ee J. _I,..,I.... 'eeeoi__............ Ae_une,i.6; ,i ._-.....
" 0,'" (,t! ,1000000E4'01. 0,_ 1. 'z_'zZ3*et'E'Ol +! -,11671071E+O0!

Ill ,1000000E+01. O, 0,..: ................ ".........
.lll 0,-- O,
IEI. 0,__ 0+_, O. .:. ...........

Zo, 1£!.... lOO+Z+4e,.o1"',|zgeqa+_:_?, ................ ] ,_tz3+6t-.ol._*L._.ll"67to6e+oo! ........
(El ,1003284£101 . ,IZ9898?E-OZ__ ,10+04E'_07 ....... . ...- ...........
Ill .11167_5E--01..*-, _844391E-01 .....................

. I + L. • !L!6+J__%_oI -. 5_e__!3" le-Ol , _ +__e__(i-08

,+o. _: :_oo,_ze,.e+o:....,zz,_e,+e+e-oz .(..zz_,z,-,+,e-i_i)._i-.zi67],oe,e.oo:...... ..-
ll:l , _.00 _I_04S.+01_...._._J ;_q0ge 7F,,.-O?,.___.s,I.Q_;04I_"0 T
(AI .1116785E-01._:, 50443g 1+..001 .........
(El • 1116705E .-01,_..-.050_,439 IE-01-.--, Z53871_-08 .................

60_" "l&l • ,IO03284E+O1__,IZ98986E-OZ ............ (_.,ZZZZ346E-OE._*I..-.,1167106E+O0! "' . ._
Ill ,1003284E+01. _,lZgSgB7E-OZ... ,10505E--07 .....................................
Ill . ,III6785E.-OI_._-,50443<)IE-Ol
IEI ,111678'JE-0! -o 50_,43qlE-Ol 025380E-08 ............ .. ..

AO,, Ill ....+lO0]Z84E+.O|_+_.+lZgSqabE-O ;_ '(' ,_Z;_Z3.46p,.=OL._L..::116+TXO6E+.OOI" "
IEI 0100320_E+01 ,lZqOgO7E-OZ .. ,1050_1i-07 ...... : ....
Ill .11167eJSE-OI -e_m_,43qlE-Ot .......................
(E) .... 1116705.E-01-. E8_4_9 IF..-01__,.2.,5383 f,.=<)O - --

too. _,: .,oo_ze,+e.o_-:._z,+e,_e+,e-oz_i._:..."-.-.-_i._._zzz_',+,e-o_'+i..:;,_t+7_o+e.oo:-
IE I_.. , 1003_.8_,E601 , 1:'90qe 7F.-OE.... t 10505E-07 -.--
I"l ,1116785E-01_ -., _044391e.--o! .........
(El . ,111678_E.-.01._ -,58_4391E.-.OL__._,Z_.30.3E"OO ....
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTINGPROCEDUREAND PROGRAMMING

f.

Equation (AI4)can be easily solved by use of the computer,and the

step by step procedure is given below.

1. Input the physical parameters DI, D2, D3, nl, _ and calculate

equations _B1), (B2), (B3), (B7), and _B9).

2. Set airspeed equal to 0 km/hr and calculateall the polynomial co-

efficients listed in Appendix A.

3. Find the roots of the polynomial by calling the subroutineRPOLY.

4. Separate the real and imaginaryparts of the roots.

5. Find the maximum value of t_e imaginarypart of root _., which gives1

the maximum amplitude, and the correspondingreal part of root r"

6. Calculatethe frequencyresponse and Strouhal number St.

7. Print out the airspeed and frequencyresponse. Then increase the air-

speed and repeat the procedure until the airspeed reaches 321.9 km/hr

(or 200 mph).

8. Repeat the above procedure for differentvortex tube configurations

and swirlerdesigns.

The flow diagram for the above procedureis shown in figure E-I. All

the data were plotted by using NASA CDC 6000 series CalComp model 765

plotter. The NASA/LaRC subroutineINFOPLTwas used to generate the plot

for specifiedinformation. The flow diagram used in obtainingthe plot

is shown in figure E-2. The completecomputer program is listed after

figure E-2. The program only involved sensor 4. For the other indicators,

only D2 and D3 need to be changed.
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START_
- I-

I Input the designed parametersD1, D2, D3, k, nI, _ !

I

J Calculate Anet, Bnet, re,2
I

Set U = 0.

I Calculate Q, Wc, _o' Re
I

I Calculate the numerical values
of coefficients of equation (66)

• I '° "* "

Find the roots of equation (66)
and separate into real and imagi-
nary parts

Find the maximum value of _i and I
the corresponding _r i

i
Calculate Strouhal number St.

i
1_*_n*°u*__'_'_'s* I

U + 20 < 0 _/__>0

e

FigureE-I. Flowdiagramfor calculatingthe frequencyat various
true airspeeds.
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STEP 1 CALLPSEUD0
(Initializeplotting)

STEP 2 CALL INFOPLT (0, ...)
(One-call plotting routine)

NO

STEP 3 CALL INFCPLT (1, ,..) I
(Terminating plotting) I

Figure E-2. Flow diagram for getting the plots.
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COMPUTERPROGRAM FOR SOLVING EQUATION (AI4)

PROGRAMWHISTL (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT.TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSIONVEL(11),WC(11),RE(11),ST(11),UU(11),WCK(11)
DIMENSIONALPHAD(5),N1(5),FREQ(II),X0(11),U(11)
DIMENSIONR00TI(6,2)
DIMENSIONCOEFF(7)
COMPLEXROOT(6)

C NUMBEROF POINTSTO BE CALCULATED
NN= 11

C DEFINE WAVENUMBERK
CK=I.

C CHANGETHE VALUES0F K
DO 24:_Kel;4
MM=6
WRITE(_.1)

1 FOPJ,t_T(1H1)
C DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL

I_EGRE=-6
C DEFINE THE PARA_ERS FOR THE INDICATOR

DI=O.745/12.
D2=O.6/12.
D3-0..25/12.
R=D�/2.
H=O.1/12.
PI=3.1415927
XNU=160.0E-06 ....

C AN INTEGERREPRESENTSTHE PERTURBATIONSARE CONSTANT
C ALONG A SIMPLEHELIX

N=I
DO 23 IJ=l,3
XIJ=IJ+2

C DESIGNEDNUMBER OF FLUTES ON THE SWIRLER
DO 22 II=1,3
N1(II)=II+l
CKW=CK/(2.*PI )
WRITE(_@_,2) CK,CKW

2 FORMAT(SX,*THEWAVENUMBERK=*,El0.3,10X,*THEWAVELENG
1TH=K/( 2.PI )=*, EIO. 3////)

C DESIGNEDEXIT ANGLES ON THE SWIRLER
ALPHAD(IJ)=XIJ*I5.
ALPHA=ALPHAD(IJ)*PI/I80.
A REAA=PI/4. * (DI**2. -D2** 2.)-N1 (II )*H* (D1-D2)/2.
AREA B=PI/4. *D3** 2

C EQ.(B3)
RE2=SQRT((D1/2.)**2-(AREAA/PI) )
WRITE(M!_,3)D1,D2,D3,H,Nl(II),AREAA,AREAB

3 FORMAT(5X,*DI=*,FI0.5/5X,*D2=*,FI0.5/5X,*D3=*,FI0.5//
15X,*H=*,FI0.5/SX,*HOWYANY FLUTESIN THE SWIRI_R?*,I32/SX,*NETAREA AT SECTI0_,A-A- ,.I0./5...,,E_A.._AA.

€//'3SECTIG_ B-_=*,FIO.FI,
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Cont'd)

WRITE(MM,4),N,ALPHAD(IJ)
4 FORMAT(LX,*N=*,I2/LX,*EXIT ANGLE OF SWIRLER=*,FL.1,2X,
I-DEGREES*//)
V(1)=O.0

C********** CHANGE VELOCITY **********************
DO 21 J=1,11

C VELOCITY FOOT PER SECOND
VEL(J)=U(J)'5280./3600.

C VELOCITYKILOMETERPER HOUR
UU(J)=U(J)*l.60935

C AXIAL MEAN VELOCITYIN Z-DIRECTIONiFT/SEC)
WC(J)=VEL(J)*C0S(ALPKA)*AREAA/AREAB

C IN KILOMETER PER HOUR
WCK(J)=WC(J)*0.304801E-O3"3600.

C REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY
RE (J)=WC(J)*D3/XNU

C UPSTREAM ANGULAR VELOCITY AT SECTION AA AS DEFINED IN
c

XO(J)=2.*VEL(J)*SIN(ALPHA)*((D1/2.)**3.-RE2**3.)/(R**
13.*(D1/2.+RE2))
WRITE(MM,5)U(J),VEL(J),UU(J),WC(J),WCK(J),RE(J),XO(J)

5 FORMAT(5X,*U=*,FT.1,2X,*MILES PER HOUR*,5X,*OR*,2/,F7
1.i,2/,*FOOTPER SECOND*,5X,*OR*,2X,FT.i,2X,*KILOMETER
2 PER HOUR*/LX,*WC=*,i_1,2X,*FOOTPER SECOND.*,LX,*OR*,
32X,FT.1,2X,*KILOMETERPER HOUR*/LX,*REYNOLDSNUMBER=*
4,F8.I/LX,*ANGULARVELOCITYAT ENTRANCE=*,F8.1//)
C0=X0(J)+CK*WC(J)
C1=4.*XO (J)**2. -C0**2.
C2=R*CK/2.
C3=C2"'2.

C4=C2"'3. _ii

C5=C2"'4.

C6=02"'5.
C?=C2"'6.
CS=X0 (J)-CK*WC (J)
C9=9.*C0"'2. -C1
C10=3. *C0*C1- 7.*CO** 3.
C11= 2.*C0"'4. -3. *CO** 2.*C1
C12=8.*C0**2.-2.*C1
C13=4, *C0"CI-4. *C0"'3. +2, *C1
C14= C1"* 2.-4. *C0"'2 .*C1
C15=14.*C0"'2.-C1
C16=4. *C0*CI- 16. *CO** 3.
C17=9.*C0"'4. -6.*CO**2.*CI
C18=4.*C0"'3.*CI- 2.*CO** 5,
C19=9.*C0"'2.+4.*C0-2.*CI
C20=8. *C0"CI-8. *C0** 2.-_. *C0"'3 •
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Cont'd)

021=4.*CO**3•-I0.*CO**2.*CI+CI**2.
C22=4.*CO**3•*CI-2.*CO*CI**2.
023=12.*C0"'2.-_*C1
C24= 12.*C0*C1-8.*C0**3•
C25=3.*C1"2. -12.*CI*C0** 2.
C26=C2+C_+C6
C27=1.+C3+C5+C7
C28=10.*CO**2.*C2+C4"C9+C6"C12
C29=15. *CO**2.+C3"CI 5+C5"C19+C7"C23
C30=- i0.*C0"'3. *C2+C4"C10+C6"C13+10. *CO**2.*C2"C8+C4"
1C8"C9+C6"C8"C12
C31=20. *C0"'3. -C3"C16-C5"C20-C7"C24
C32= 5.*CO*'4. *C2+C4"C1 I+C6"C14-i0.*C0"'3 •*C2"C8+C4"C8
1"C10+C6"C8"C13
C33=C3"C17-15. *C0"'4. -C5"C21-C7"C25
C34=C0"'2. *C4-C1"C6
C341=C 0"'4.*C2" (5.*C8-C0 )
C35=C4"C8"C11+C6"C8"C14
C36=6.*CO** 5.-C3"C18-05" C22+6.*C0*C 1"*2"C7
C37=C0"'2.*C4-_1"C6
C38=-C0"'4. +CO** 2.*C1"C3-C1"*2.*C5
cc-I./c2
c39=(cc*c26)/2.-c27 "
C40= (CC*C26/2. )*(C8-5.*CO )+6.*C0"C27 -_
C41=CC/2. *(C28-5.*C0"08"C26 )-C29
c42=c0-c3o/2.+c31
C43=CC*C32/2. +C33
C44= GC/2.* (00"C1"C3+C35+C341 )+C36
C45=CC/2.*(CO*CI*C8"C37-C0"* 5.*C2"C8)+C0**2."038+CI**
13.*C7

C COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL
COEFF(1)=C39
COEFF(2)=C40
COEFF (3)=C41
COEFF(4)=C42
COEFF(5)=C43
COEFF(6)=C44
COEFF(7)=C_5
WRITE(MLM,6)(COEFF(I),1=1,7)

6 FORMAT(SX,7(E12.5,2X)//)
C FIND THE COMPLEX ROOTS OF THE POLYNO_IAL

CALL RPOLY (IDEGRE,COEFF, ROOT, IERR)
WRITE(MM,7) IERR, IDEGRE

7 FORMAT(5X,*IERR=*,I2,5X,I5///)
WRITE(MM,8)

8 FORF_T(IIX,*REALPART OF R00T*,3X,*Ir_MGPART OF ROOT*
I,IIX,*ROCTNU_;_=ER*/)
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COMPUTER PROGRAM (Concl'd)

DO 9 I=I,IDEGRE
9 WRITE(MM,IO)R00T(I),I
I0 FORMAT(SX,2E20.5,I20)

C SEPARATE THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF ROOT
DO 11 M=I,6
ROOT1(M,1)=REAL(ROOT(M))
ROOTI_M,2)=AIMAG(ROOT(M))

11 CONTINUE
C FIND THE MAXIMUM IMAGINARY PART OF ROOT AMONG THOSE
C ROOTS

AMAX=ROOT1(1,2)
IMAX=I
DO 12 MN=2,6
IF(ROOTI(MN,2).LE.AMAX)GO TO 12
AMAZ=ROOTI(MN,2)
IMAX=MN

12 CONTINUE
c DESIREDFREQUENCYRESPONSE

FEE@(J)=ROOT1(IMAX,1)/(2.*PI)/1000.
IF(J-l) 13,13,1_"

13 RK=O.
GOTO15

14 0M_A=SQRT(AMAX**2.+ROOTI(IMAX,I)**2.)
XK1=0M_A-I.*X0 (J)-CK*WC (J) .....
XK2=SQRT (4.*X0 (J)**2.- (XKI**2.))
XK3=CK*XK2
XK=XK3/_I
RK=R*XK

15 CONTINUE
WRITE (M_,16) RK

16 FORMAT(SX,*THE ARGUMENT OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION =*,E12
i.511)
IF(J-l)17,17,18

17ST(1)=0.0
GO TO 19

C CALCULATETHE CORRESPONDINGSTROUHALNUMBER
18 ST(J)=FREQ(J)*1000.*D3/WC(J)
19 CONTINUE

WRITE(MM,20) ROOT1(IMAX,1),ROOT1(IMAX,2),FREQ(J),ST(J)
• 20 FORMAT(SX,*THEDESIREDSOLUTIONSARE*/SX,2E20.5/SX,*TH

i_CORP_SP0_UOIN_FREQUENCYATTHISVE_0CITYIS*.E15.5,2
2x,*_Z*/SX,*T_ESTR0_ALNU_mERIS*,El5.5/////)
u(_+1)=u(J)+zo.

21 CONTINUE
WRITE(MM,i)

° 22 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE

CK=CK+ 2.
24 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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Table i. Differentcombinationsof vortex tube and swirler.

Sensor No.

Size 1 2 3 4 5 6

D! cm 1.892 1.892 1.892 1.892 1.892 1.892
(in.) (0.745) (0.745) (0.745) (0.745) (0.745) (0.745)

D2 cm 1.588 1.588 1.524 1.524 0.953 0.593
(in.) (0.625) (0.625) (0.6.) (0.6) (0.375) (0.375)

D3 cm 0.953 0.635 0.953 0.635 0.953 0.635
(in.) (0.375) (0.250) (0.375) (0.250) (0.375) (0.250)
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Table 2. The working ranges of the sensorswith swirlershaving four flutes
and differentexit angles.

Minimum Maximum
Type of Flow Rate

Combination Ranges Q _m3/min)F (KHz)Q (m3/min)F (KHz)

Sensor 1 45° 0.0304 0.72 0.1150 2.98
60° 0.0200 0.72 0.0680 3.10
75° 0.0200 0.89 0.0550 3.05

Sensor 2 45° 0.0152 1.03 0.0713 4.75"
60° 0.0127 1.23 0.0698 7.50
75° 0.0090 0.85 0.0400 5.20

Sensor 3 45° 0.0330 0.70 0.1570 3.30
60° 0.0200 0.69 0.0770 3.10
75° 0.0180 0.74 0.0590 3.05

Sensor 4 45° 0.0206 1.20 0.1200 7.00
60° 0.0158 1.30 0.0702 6.65
75° 0.0090 0.84 0.0450 5.35
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D2-- Core size of swirler D3-- Diameter of precessionalflow re_ion
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Figure i. Cross-sectionalview of true airspeed indicator.tO
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Figure 2. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 1 with
swirlers having two flutes and various exit angles.
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1 2 3 tl x 10-_
FLON RRTE Q M31MIN

Figure 3. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 1 with
.swirlershaving three flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 4. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 1 with
swirlers having four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 5. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 2 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 6. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 3 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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I 2 3 LI x I0-:
" FLON RRTE Q M31MIN

Figure 7. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 4 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 8. Flow rate versus frequencyresponse for sensor 5 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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! Figure9. Flow rate versus frequencyresponsefor sensor6 with
i swirlershaving four flutesand variousexit angles.
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I 2 3 tl xlO 2
TRUF AIRSPEED U KM/H

Figure i0. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 1
with two-fluteswirlersand wavenumberk = i.
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-- ff
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TRUE RIRSPEEDU KMIH

Figure II. True airspeedversus frequencyresponsefor sensor1 with
three-fluteswirlersand wavenumberk = i.
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Figure 12. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor.l
with four-fluteswirlers and wavenumberk = i.
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Figure 13. True airspeedversusfrequencyresponsefor sensor1
with four-fluteswirlersand wavenumberk = i.
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Figure 14. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor 1
with four-flute swirlersand wavenumberk = 5.
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1 2 3 t! x 10z
- TRUERIRSPEEDU KM/H

Figure 15. True airspeedversus frequencyresponsefor sensor1
with four-fluteswirlersand wavenumberk = 7.
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Figure16. True airspeedversusfrequencyresponsefor sensor2
with swirlershavingtwo flutesand variousexitangles.
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Figure 17. True airspeedversus frequencyresponsefor sensor2 with
swirlershaving three flutesand variousexit angles.
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Figure 18. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 2 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 19. True airspeedversusfrequencyresponsefor sensor3 with
' :"_ swirlershaving two flutesand variousexit angles•
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Figure 20. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 3 with
swirlershaving three flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 21. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 3 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 22. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor 4 with
swirlershaving two flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 23. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 4 with
swirlers having three flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 24. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 4 with
swirlers having four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 25. True airspeed versus frequency response for sensor 5 with
swirlershaving two flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 26. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 5 with
swirlers having three flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 27. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 5 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 28. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor 6 with
swirlers having two flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 29. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 6 with
swirlers having three flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 30. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 6 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 31. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 1 with
swirlers having 45° exit angle and various flutes.
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1 2 3 _ xtO =
TRUERIRSPEEDU ,_H/H

Figure 32. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor I with
swirlershaving 60° exit angle and various flutes.
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Figure 33. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor i with
swirlershaving 75° exit angle and various flutes•
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Figure 34. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor 2 with
swirlershaving 45° exit angle and various flutes.
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0 Figure 35. True airspeed versus frequencyresponse for sensor 2 with
swirlers having 60 ° exit angle and various flutes.
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Figure 36. True airspeedversus frequencyresponse for sensor 2 with
swirlershaving 75° exit angle and various flutes. .,
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_ Figure 37. Comparisonof size variation in the precessionalflow region
D3 with 4 flutes and exit angle 45 ° swirler.
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Figure 38. Comparisonof size variationin the precessionalflow region
D3 with 4 flutes and exit angle 60° swirler.
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Figure 39. Comparisonof size variationin the precessionalflow region
o DS with 4 flutes and exit angle 75° swirler.
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Figure 40. True airspeedversus mean axial velocity for sensor 1 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 41. True airspeedversus mean axial velocity for sensor 2 with
swirlers having four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 42. True airspeed versus mean axial velocity for sensor 3 with
swirlershaving four flutes and variousexit angles.
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Figure 43. True airspeedversus mean axial velocity for sensor 4 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 44. True airspeedversus mean axial velocity for sensor 5 with
swirlershaving four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 45. True airspeedversus mean axial velocity for sensor 6 with
swirlers having four flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 46. Relationshipbetweenmean axial velocity and frequency
response for sensor 1 with swirlers having four flutes
and various exit angles.
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Figure 47. ReynoldsnumberversusStrouhalnumberfor sensori.
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Figure 48. Reynolds number versus Strouhal number for sensor 2.
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Figure 49. Reynolds number versus Strouhalnumber for sensor 3.
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Figure 50. Reynolds number versus Strouhal number for sensor 4.
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Figure 51. Reynolds number versus Strouhal number for sensor 5.
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Figure 52. Reynolds number versus Strouhalnumber for sensor 6.
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Fiugre 53. Vortex tube for flow visualization.
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Figure 54. Water model setup.



_ Figure 55. Fluid flow phenomenon-precession.



q

Figure 56. Fluid flow phenomenon-precessionCO



Figure 57. Dimensionsof the vortex tube.



O

Figure 58. Dimensionsof the vortex tube with abrupt enlargementin the rear.
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For d= 45°, 0 = 76.9 z2 degree

For _= 60°, 0 = 133,2 z2 degree

For _= 75°, 0 = 191.4 z2 degree
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Figure59. Designand dimensionsof the swirler.
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Figure 60. Esperimentaltest setup.
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OUTER DIMENSIONS

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

r l (_o)

I !o®_ i o_

! l (_ZE_)

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Sensitivity, -65dB ± 4dB (0dB REF iV/_bar at 1KHz)

Output Impedance, 600 Ohms

Omni-directional Response

Supply Voltage, 2.0 V Min., I0 V Max.

Nominal Supply: 4.5 V

Current Drain, 0.5 mA Max.

Figure 62. Descriptionof electric condensermicrophonemade by
Radio Shack.
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Figure _3. Wind tunnel (15.24cm by 15.24 cm)



__irler _ Flutes 4 Flutes 4 Flutes

2_De_ 45o 60° 75°

m i I

D 1.5875 cm 0.3429 cm 0.5080 cm 0.6096 cm

(0.625in.) (0.135in.) °(0.200in.) (0.240in.)

,, ,,

1.5240cm 0.3429 cm 0.5080 cm 0.6096 cm
(0.600in.) (0.135in.) (0.200in.) (0.240in.)

Figure 64. Actual flute width h on swirlerused in the experimentaltest.



Areas Designed Actual Ratio
Type_... Aria Area of

_irlers__ Ad cm2 Aa cm2 Aa/Ad

45° 0.7096 0.6532 0.9205

D2:1.5875 cm 600 0.7096 0.5483 0.7727

75° 0.7O96 0.4838 O.6818

45° 0.8325 0.7648 0.9186

D2=1.5240 cm 60° 0.8325 0.6390 0.7675
75° 0.8325 0.5616 0.67_5

Figure65. Comparisonof designedand actualareasof different
swirlers with four flutes.
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Figure 66. Microphoneposition used in experimentaltest.
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Figure 67. Experimentaldata for sensor 1 with swirlers having four
flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 68. Experimentaldata for sensor 2 with swirlers having four
flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 69. Experimentaldata for sensor 3 with swirlershaving four
flutes and variousexit angles.
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Figure 70. Experimentaldata for sensor 4 with swirlershaving four
flutes and various exit angles.
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Figure 71. Modified version of vortex tube for wind-tunneltest.
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Figure 72. Performanceof sensor 1 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 45°.
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Figure 73. Performanceof sensor 1 with swirler having 4 flutes and exit angle 60°.
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Figure 74. Performanceof sensor 1 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 75°.
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Figure 76. Performanceof sensor 2 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 60°.
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Figure 77. Performanceof sensor 2 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 75°
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Figure 78. Performance of sensor 3 with swirler having 4 flutes and exit angle 45°.
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Figure 79. Performanceof sensor 3 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 60°.
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Figure 80. Performanceof sensor 3 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 75°.
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Figure 81. Performanceof sensor 4 with swirlerhaving 4 flutes and exit angle 45°W
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